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Identification of Monetary Policy 
Shock and its Effects on Output and 
Price: A Structural VAR Approach 

i1.K. Srirnany & (1.P. Samanta* 

Tlris papcr analyscs lhc tlyn;~mics of moncti:ry policy sllocks and thcir impact on 
output ant1 priccs in lllc post rc forn~  period or [llc Indian economy. Thc  stutly 
adopts thc Structural VAR I'nln~cwork of 1icrn;tnkc (1986) typc. Thc rcsults conrirn~ 
the irr~pact of monctilry policy on b o ~ h  priccs ant1 outl)ul. An attempt has been 
made to itlcntily thc nature or  nlonctary policy stlocks ant1 draw a judgcmcnt rc- 
garding wllethcr thc policy was "tigl~t" or  "c;rsy" (luring tllc various phascs of Lhc 
sample period. 

Introduction 

In recent years there hiis beeti ;I resurgence of interest in under- 
standing the effects of monetary policy shocks on output and 
prices. There are two distinct aspects of this type of analysis. First, 
the debate surrounds the transmission channel of monetary policy 
shocks. TIie second aspect is to understand the intensity of the 
economic responses to monetary policy shocks. On both these as- 
pects, the en1piric;ll eviciences on Indian econoniy do  not point to- 

wards a definite answer. However, the second aspect has gained 
increasing importance given the recent experience of monetary re- 
fornis and coming into being of a relatively independent monetary 
policy regime. In view of this, the paper esiunines the effects of 
nionetary policy shocks on prices ancl oil tput. 

The central problcni in establishing tlie facts about the effects of 
monetary policy shocks on econoniy is to distinguish the policy 

* A.K. Srimilny is Assistant Gcncrirl hlitni~gcr. I>cpi~rtn~cnt of Extcrnal Invcstn~cnts and 
Operations and Ci.P. Siltiliintil is Assistent Adviscr, I>cparlmcnt of Statistical Anal- 
ysis and Conipuicr Scrviccs o r  thc thnk .  Tlic authors wish lo convcy tlicir dccp 
scnsc or gatitudc to Dr. I i .13 .  I3ilrn1iln. 111.. Ii;tlwant Singh ant1 an anonymous rclcrcc 
for thcir cx~rcrncly construdvc c o n ~ m c a ~ s  tlntl suggestions on thc plpcr. Howcvcr, th 
authors Wkc full rcspnnsibility lirr crrors that rcniuin in 111~ pilpcr. T h c  vicws cx- 
prcsscd i n  ihc pupcr arc tliosc, of lllc uutliors und not or tlic institution to wliicli 
Llicy belong. 
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makers' reaction to the state of econonly (feedback rule) and the 
exogenous component of a monetary policy action (Christiano, 
Eichenbaurn and Evans (1996)). With this definition, monetary 
policy actions are .the sum of two components: feedback compo- 
nent and exogenous policy stlocks. I t  is important to distinguish 
between these two components because to isolate the effects of 
RBI induced nmnetary policy shocks we need to identify the corn- 
ponent of RBI policy actions that is not reactive to other vrzriables. 
Thus the problem boils down to deciding the appropriate structurrtl 
model covering the in~portan t econon~ic aggregates and intemledjate 
targets of monetary policy. Any wrong specification of the struc- 
ture, as revealed subsequently in our three variable VAR specifica- 
tion of money, o ~ ~ t p u t  and price, may lead to inappropriate and/or 
misleading conclusions. 

The rest of this paper is organised :is follows. Section I discusses 
the methodologicril ,issues relating to VAR and Structural VAR. 
Section I1 presents the enlpirical evidences on the effectiveness of 
the monetary policy shocks on the economy under the framework 
of structural VAR n~odel. Based on the stnlcturrtl model developed 
therein, Section 111 analyses the true nature of monetary policy ac- 
tions. Section IV concludes. 

Section I 
Nlethodological Issues 

In the empirical rriacroeconon~ic iin;ilysis, the Vector Au to-Regres- 
sion (VAR) model of Sims (1980) is exterisively used. The VAR is 
a reduced form time-series niodel of the economy that is esti- 
mated by OLS. A vector-valued time series X(t) with jointly sta- 
tionary time series component is said to have been generated from 
a VAR system if we can express X(t) as 

where elements of X(t) itre jointly stiitionary, Yi's i=1,2, .. ., p we 
coeffcient matrices and e(t) is the vector of uncorrelr~ ted innovu tion 
processes. 
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Impulse Response Functions (IRF) 2nd Variance Decompositions 
(VD), the h;lIlmarks of VAR analysis, illustrate the dpnrmiic charac- 
teristics of empirical models. Tliese dyna~nic indicators are initiiilly 
designed by what seemed to be a nx.ch:tnicoll technique which was 
believed to be unrelated to ecot~oniic tlieory. As such, often the 
standard VAR approach is described as ii:~theoretic;~l". However, 
Cooley ancl LeRoy (1985) argued that this method in-rplies choosing 
a particular economic structure with :I given ordering of variables 
which is difficult to reconcile with eco~lomic theory. 

This criticism led to the develo~~nent  of S t r i t c tu~~l  VAR approach 
by Bernanke (1986), Bl;~ncIiard and Wotsoli (1986) ;ind Sillis 
(1 986). This tectinicl~~e allows t lie researchers to use econoniic 
theory to transfomi the reduced-fo1131 V'AR iuodel into 11 system of 
structural equations. The crucial difference between atheoretical 
and structi~ral VARs is that tlie latter yields impi~lse responses and 
variances decon~positions that ciui be given structur;d interpretations. 

In atheore tical VAR approach, the residuals of stand:lrd V AR are 
separated into orthogonal shocks by calculating a Choleski decom- 
position of the covariance n~atrix (M) for the residuals. This de- 
composition is obtained by finding the i~nicli~e lower triiungulnr m;~- 
trix L such that M = LL'. This st;ltistic;d decomposition deperids 
on the sequence iii which vnri;lbles ;ire ordered in the VAR. If the 
vector-vrtlued time series X(t) has k components tlieri the residual 
vector e(t) also has k components and Choleski decomposition of 
the covariilnce matrix of e(t) is algebr.riically equivalent to estiniat- 
ing the following recursive structure : 

e,(t> = v , ( O  
e,(O = a,, e,(O f v,(t) 
e,(t) = e,(t) + a-3, e,(O + v,(t) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .... (2) 
e,(t) = a,, e,(O + 42 e,(r) + ..... + ri,, e,-,(t) + v,(t) 

where eJt), i=1,2. .... .k is tlir i-th component of e(t); aij's, i>j, 
2 ,  . . k; j=1,2, . ..., k- I, are unknown pilrrlnleters and by 
construction vi(t). i=1,2, ..., k iire uncorre1;lted shocks at time 
point t. 
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In matrix notation this can be sumn~arised ns 

where (LA) is a tower tri;lngul:lr matrix and (I-A) = Li, I being 
the identity nxitris of order kxk. Notice that number of free pa- 
rameters ill A 111atris eiluills to k(k- l)/?. The reason behind this is 
as below : 

Si~ppose &I is the covruiatlce ~nati-ix of the residual vector e(t) ob- 
tained fro111 VAR system. As this nlatris is generally not diagonal 
we require to ortl~ogonalise the colnpo~~ents OF e(t) for ciu-ryi~ig o u t  
the IRF and VD analysis. Therefore, we try to tirid a matrix 'A' 
such that covari;tnce ~natris of (I-A)e(t) is diagonal. In other 
words, if C is the diagonal covariance 111iitrix of (I-A)e(t), then 
matrix A is solved by equating sample 111olnent to the popul;ltion 
nloment. 

Now notice that M, being a coval-iance tnatrix, is symmet~ic, and it 
has k(k+1)/2 distinct elements. Therefore we get only k(k-I-l)/2 dis- 
tinct equations from (4) and tlir~s we can estimate k(k+1)/2 free 
parameters in (I-A). Among rliese, k equations are required for k 
diagonal elenle~its of f: (for wl~ich diiigoflal elemetits of (I-A) is 
kept equal to unity). Using rcln;lining k(k-1) /2  equations we can 
estimate k(k- 1)/2 off-diagonal ~);ir;~~iieter?; in (I-A) or A. I11 pnrticu- 
li~r, if we cotisidcr Choleski dcconlposition, the11 (I-A) =L1, is a 
lower triauguktr nutrix (which Ixis esnctly k(k+1)/2 free pa~uiletcrs) 
illld C is iin ideiility miitrix. 
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The system as indicated itbovc is it recursive cor?lremporrtneotts 
structuri~l ~iiodel. If theoq gr'c~Pic-rs scrch a ~vrztenipo~~lneous strilc- 
ture, then the Ctroreski decortiposition analysis will provide the 
true econolilic strtrctilre. I[c2wever, it is widely agreed that 
economy does not filnction ~rtrtlcr such a recursive structure. For 
the time being, let trs nsstrtne tfre true srrclctilre of ecot~oniic inter- 
actions ;is 

with 11's being uricorrelrtted s~ri~clu~.al shocks. Then throt~gh simple 
matrix niitriipulatic~n, it can be sho\vn that 

v(t) = (I-A) (I-R).I u ( t )  .. ... (6) 

and thus the shocks as derivect througli Choleski decomposition, 
tliough ilricolreiated by co~istri~ctiori will be a coliibin;ltion of stnlc- 
tural shocks. The tssence of S~~.uc.til~tl VAR is tile imposition of a 
t1leoretic;dly ~~leviit i t  strilcturt' 011 observed disturbitnces to derive 
the orthogon:il strt~ctitrally intcrj~rct;tble slicxks. Thus, the Stntctur,~l 
VAR will be independent of orrlesing of variables, in contrast to 
"atheoriticiil" VAR. Givcn that illc vcctor of resid~~nis (disti~rbances) 
'e' h;ls bee11 obtained fiwni st;tridard VAR, the prc>bleli~ is to esti- 
niate the structure as in (5). bVliile Bl;tncl~;~rd and Quah (1989) 
utilized 1o11g-rtln ~-estrictions to iclcntiljl tlie econolnic structutc, we 
have followed the Barni~nke (1986) 111cttiucfology. 'This nrthodology 
involves ecjutiting the pop ulation nionic~lts with st~niple monxtits. 
Froni etlu;~tion (5 ) wc gct 

Where Cov( ) denotes the Covitrii\nce tnntrix. 

If sample covariance l l~n t r . i s  of' e(t), i.e. residuiil froill standitrd 
VAR, is 'M', then thc estilnaic of Cov(u) can be obtrtitied by 
equating tlie sarnple iiw~iients ;111d p~p~~I; t [ io~i  nm)iilellts, which yields 

COV(U) = (I-B) f ~ l  (I-B)' 
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The indivitlual yalan.letrrs will be identiliable if the ~~urnber of esti- 
ni;ible pnranleters does not exceed the tlurnber of distirlct covari- 
unces in 'M'. As stated earlier, the nutnber of distinct covariances 
in k varial~le VAK is k(k+l)/2; thus we will be able to identify k 
diligollril elements' of Cov(u) and k(k-1)/2 free parameters of B. 
Thus to n~ake the system just identifiable k(k-1)/2 a PI-iori restric- 
tions must be imposed on k(k- 1 ) off'-di;igonnl elements of B ( the  
di;~gon:il elements of 'B' are r~ecess;u-ily zero). In  such a situation 
the estimates are obtained n~~rnerically in Iwn steps. 

Step I : To find k(k- 1)/2 p:~r.ruiietel-s of 'B', first set all below- 
the-diagonril eletlle~l~s of t lie sytiime tric ]matrix on the 
right-hand-side of (8) equ;~l to zero. This yields a system 
of k(k-1)/2 sirnult:~tieous eq~ri~tions in the same number 
of ~tnkriown pLirameters of' '13'. 

Sfep  2 : Given [tie estirn;r[etl elemetits of 'B', ecluation (8) will 
provide the esliniatcs of k cliagonal elements of Cov(u). 
Given the above estimates ancl tnodel (5)' one can con- 
stnlct srr~~cturally itlterpr.etable decomposition of the stan- 
dard VAR resiciu;~ls illto orthogonal shocks and usual 
dynamic analysis in the for111 of ililpulse response func- 
tions ;irld variance decompositions. 

Now, consider the stanci;rrd VAI< system of order 'p' clefiried in ( 1 )  

X(t) = Y (L) X(t) + e(t), where the ele~nents of X(t) are (jointly) 
st:itionnry vcirinbles and L is the 1;ig operator with 'lJ(L) = Y ,  L 
+ Y2 L2 + ... + Y' L P .  

P 

Now define a matrix F as 
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where I is the identity matrix with order equal to the order of Yi 
matrices. 

If the eigen-values of F all lie inside the u n i t  circle, the above rep- 
resentation for X(t) can be expressed as its MA(=) representation 
in ttie followilig folni : 

X(t) = (I-Y(L)).' e(t) = e(t) + 0, e(r-1) + a2 e(t-2) + ..... 
..... (9) 

Where <Di's, i=1,2,3, .. . are dependent on Yj's, j=1,2,3, ... ..., P- 

Then with structural model as in ( 2 ) ,  the variance of the fore- 
cast error at horizon 'h' will be givcli by 

E I { ~ ( t + h  )-~((t+l~)l t)  ((X(t+h)-X( t+h))lt)'] where X((t+h)lt) is the h 
periods ahead forecast 
made nt time t 

r '  
n 

= E Q. (1-B)-' E 1 ~~( t ) i~ ' ( t ) l  ((I-BY')' <I),' ..... (10) 
i= 1 

and the effect of j-th stt-uctulal disturbance on i-th variable will be 
giver1 by (i,j)-th element of rn;~t!-ix <bi (1-13)". 

Section I1 
Empil-ical Analysis 

As mentioned earlier, our priiiia~y interest is in understanding the 
intensity ot' impac~ of 111oneta1-y policy shocks 011 output and prices. 
Since 1991 r i  number of major policy refol~iis have been introduced 
to enhance the effectiveness of monetary corltrol in the Indizltl 
economy. The nlost critical of these 111ei1sures are: the abolition of 
the practice of automatic moilitisation of tlic Central Goven~inent 
detlcit tll~-ough tlie systelil of "nd-t~ocs", deregul;ition of interest 
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rate in almost all segments of financial market, and development of 
a market for Government security. These measures were intended 
to irnp;ove the degree of rnolletary control ia the economy and to 
provide the required  operation;^] autonomy to the Reserve Bank in 
the conduct of monetary policy. The monet;lry policy measures in 
the recent period have exhibited certain pro-active elements to Im- 
prove the growth and price situ:ition in the econolny. Keeping in 
view the above i~spects. we restrict our analysis of nlorletnry policy 
shocks to the pel-iod beginning with July I99 1 and ending Mnrch 
1007. 

Given the Inrge data requirement of a VAR model, there is a 
n;iturnl preferallce to base the anillysis on 111ontf11y tiara. The money 
supply (rn) and price (1)) series refate to M 1 (narrow nioney) and 
Wholesale Price Index (WPI). The preference for M 1 stenls from 
the fact that all irlnov;~tions in monetary stclor from the point of 
view of monetary arrrhority ;.IY ch;tnneleci tIiroi1~6 this variable. As 
regard output (y), d;tta set reli~tes to Irides of 1nclustri;tl Produc1ic)n 
(IIP), which is the only out l ~ i t t  vasi;tble :~v;~il:tble on :I n~onthly 
basis. 

Analysis Ilased on Choleski Decornposilion (Standard VAR) 

Our data set on 'nl', 'p' itnd 'y' consists of illonthly series from 
August791 to  Mtlrch'97. While the t l ;~ta  on money and price are 
used in originid forn~, the data on oiitput was pitssttci through HP- 
Filter (The details :~baut HP-Filter are given ill Ailnexure). The 
reason behind this is thilt the season;tl varii~tion (as judged by the 
variation in the nio~~thly se;lsorl;d fi~ctors) on the data series in case 
of output (IIP) is tiighly sigrliticant, 'I'he bcll;iviour of IIP series is 
sonlewhat peculiar. The IIP figitres in the rl~o~ltfi of March in  ev- 
ery year are obser~led to bt. ~ubstit~~ti;dly higher cotnpared to other 
months. If  we do adjustn~enl for seasonali~y in  IIP by using stan- 
dard seasonal rtdjttstmen t methods like "X- 1 1 ", it is observed that 
though the March figures are smm~thet~ecl out, tlme values i n  other 
months are severely itffccred (~nostly overc.stil~~;rted to a great ex- 
tent). The advitntuge ill ~ t s c  of I4P-FiItet. is thar it is possible to 
smoothen the M;trCl1 figtires \ v i ~ l i  re1;ltivcly less tlisti~rbi~tlcc in the 
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figures for other months. We estimated the standard VAR system 
in difference of log (i.e. rates of growth) for111 of output (dly) 
price (dlp) and money (dlm), to ensure that dl v i~ i i lb le~  are I ( 0 ) .  
We have allowed four 1;1gs for each variable. The lag selection is 
well consistent with Akaike Infortnation Criteria (AIC) and 
Schwarz-Bayes (SB) Infomiation Criteria. 

Thus the estimated VAR niodel (with output-price-money ordering) 
is as  follows. 

where dly(t) = Iog[HPlIP(t) l  - loglH1311P(t-l)l, dlp(t) = log 
[WPI(t) 1 - log[WPI(t- l ) l ,  dlt11(t) = log[ M l (t) 1 - log[M i(t- I ) ] ,  
HPIIP(t) is the value of smoothen IIP at tilile t as obtained from 
HP-Filter, Y i's, i= 1.2,3,4 are coefficieti tnotrices and e,(t), ep(t) 
and em(t)  a r e  VAR residuals fo r  d ly( t ) ,  dlp(t)  and d lm( t )  
respectively. 

As our  VAR system includes three variables, we have k=3 and 
thus we can estiniate k(k-1)/2=3 free off-di:~gonal parameters in A 
(for Choleski decomposition) and B (fol. s t ruc t~~sa l  VAR). T h e  
Choleski Decomposition of the covnri:unce matrix of residual vector 
e(t) = [e j t ) ,  ep(t). e,,(t)I', yields the follotvisg recursive equations 
(figures within brackets being iipprosin1:lte t -ratios of the coeffi- 
cien ts) 

ep(t) = 1.0883 e; t) + v i t )  
I" 

(1 -26) 

This system ir~iplies th;tt ins~;intaneous respotise uf output corlles 
from its own innovations, the prices re,\po~~d i~\stan t:\~icously to 
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output disturbances plus its own innovation, and money instan ta- 
neously responds to output arid price disturbances and its own in- 
novations. We hnve kept em(() at the bottoni of the structure be- 
cause of the necessity of identifying the induced coniponent of 
monetary policy shocks, which in this structure is identified by 
vm(t), under the b;aic ;tssuniption that the "feedb:sk component" of 
policy is ;r function of outp~it and price disturbrinces. Empirical 
estimates of the coefficients in  eclucttion for em([) are of proper 
signs. But thoiigli the sign of eJt) in the cu]~~:ition for ep(t) a priori 
is expected to be negative, the -eriipirical estinintes possess improper 
(-t)ve sign. 

The results of vi~riance decolnposition based or1 .the ordering of 
output-price-nioncy are cont;~ined in T;lble 1. The ordering of 
price-outp~~t-money provides :~lmost siriiil;~r results. 

Table 1 indicates that the effect of n~onec~ry shocks on v,aiance of 
outpiit at 2-months ahead forecast is 1.4 % which gradually in- 
ereilses to 15.3% at 24-~nontlls ithead forecast (though it is very 
difficult to clioose approl~riate forecast horizon for this type of 
study, we have restricted the ;~nalysis to 24-months ahead forecast 
otily, presl~ming it to be satisfilctorp). 

In ntse of price, [he niorietary shocks contribute to around 24% in 
24-month ahead forecast. Actually the contribution of monetary 
shocks on price rcriiruned very stitble at around 24% after the lead 
period of 10 nmnths. In short tern1 (?-months atlead forecast), the 
contribution of nionetaiy shock to price is about 17%. Thus the 
analysis based on strtndard VAR analysis indicates that the influence 
of monetaly shocks on the ourput and price is riot very signitlcant 
and strong. In Section I we hnve indicated the lacunae in dynamic 
andysis based on standard VAR, because of its dependence on the 
assumption that the model relating to VAR innovations is recursive. 
Thus we intend to impose a reillistic model on VAR innovations i n  
the next subsection and snalyse the effects of money on output 
and prices. 
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Table 1 : Analysis of Val-iance Decompositioris Based on 
Standard Ctioleski Decomposition 

(Order : Out~)ut-Price-Money) 

Sllocks to Verialice decomposition Variartce decomposition 
Months of output of price ---.--.-- .--..- -.--.------.------------ --.--.---.--.--..--..--.--.--.--..--.--.. 

output price money output price money 

Note : Entries show pcrccntagc ol' Sorecast variancc 01' ou~put. and pricc a1 
difl'c:rcnt t imc horizons at~rihul:\blc to shocks in colu~lin variables. 

Structural VAR Based Analysis 

As mentioned in Section I ,  in our in~iovation   nod el of a three 
variables VAR system, we have to restrict the number of free pa- 
rameters to 3 to make the model just identifiable. The proposed 
model is as below; 

where e$t), e (t) :aid en,(t) ;ur residuals :is obtained at time point t 
through standard VAR based on 'dly', 'dlp' and 'dlrn' and u,,(t), 
u,(t) and uim(t) are ilrsumed to be uncoi~elated shocks. The coeffi- 
cients, B(1), B(2) and B(3), ;I priori, are expected to be (t)ve. 
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In matrix notation equation (13) can be expressed as 

The system of equations (14) is of the form e(t) = B e(t) + u(t) 
as mentioned in (5) .  I t  is also clerir that the nlatrix B is not a 
lower triangulrir 111;ttrix and the lilodel in (14) can not be repre- 
sented by a recursive structure through any rearrangement of vari- 
ables. The assunlption on uncorrelnted components of u(t), admit- 
tedly strong, will at least allow us to specify the elements of 'B' 
in a relatively unrestricted way. 

The first equation postulates th;lt output disturbance enters into the 
system exogenously. As tile above mmlel says only about instrtnta- 
neous relations, it does not nullify the lagged iti~pacts of other 
variables on output. The second equation incorporates :i contenlpo- 
raneous nlonetarists view. Note that this assuniption also does not 
say that price is  inc correlated with outpi~t; it only speaks about 
the instantaneous effect, while the other effects will be detennined 
by the starldnrd VAR lag structure. Ttle last eq~i;\tion is the mon- 
etary authority's reaction function. Ttle forrnul;ition indicates that 
monetary policy is accommodating in nature in the case of higher 
output growth, while in the case of higher inflation it will initiate 
counter cyclical nleasures. Thus the tnodel is quite conventiotlal, 
but can not be described through a recursive structure. 

The system of equations were jointly estimated by using Bernanke 
methodology as nlentioned in Section I. We have carried out the 
computation using TSP and G a ~ ~ s s  software package/language. The 
estimated structural restrictions ;ire as below (figures within brackets 
are approximate t-ratios) : 
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em(0 = 755783 e$t) - 1.3460 e P (t) + urn(() 
( I -92) (-2.2 1 ) 

It is interesting to note that the monetary disturbances hrive a sig- 
nificant inlprtct on the price disturbances. The feedback coeffickrr.ts 
(from output and price) for central bank's instant;lneous reaction 
are also quite significant. The nlore important aspect of the esti- 
mated structural restrictions is that the coefficient estimates have 
proper signs. In contrast note that in standard VAR analysis we 
also tried with the specificiition of price disturbances as ;I con~bined 
effect of output disturbance and its own shock, with an a priori 
assumptiori of a (-)ve sign of the output coefficient. However, a s  
presented in eqn. (12) the datri does not support this structure in 
the sense that the estimated coefficients do  not have proper signs. 

The variance deco~nposition based on the above estiniatect stnlctural 
model is presented in Table 2. This Table certainly looks ciiff'erent 
from Table 1 (which uses standard Choleski decorilposition). Now 
the effect of nlonetruy shocks on 4-months ahend f o ~ c r i s t  variance 
of output is estiniated as 8.3% ns co~npared to .  6.6% i l l  previous 
case. In the case of 24-months ahead forecast variance of output, 
the contribution of monetary shocks has also been i~nproved to 
17% from 15.3% as i n  previous case. The g1;rr-ing difference can 
be observed in the case of decomposition of forecast vnri;u~ce of 
price. Now we observe that in short term (2-~iionths i~he;~d) the 
monetary shocks contribute around 3 1.6% in the forecast vi1ri;ince 
of price in contrast to only 17.1% in the previous case. These inl- 
provements ni;iy be attributed to the better underst;inding of eco- 
nomic intentctions snmng the vau-iitbles under s t n i c t u ~ l  VAR frame- 
work. 
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Table 2 : Variar~ce Decompositions Based on Structural Model 

Shocks to Vuriilnce decomposition Variance decomposition 
Months of output of price 

.*-..-..--*.--111..--..-1--.----.--*---- ----.--.---.-----..---------.-*.-- .--..-- 
output price money ~tutput price money 

Note : Entrics show pcrccntngc of forccast variancc of output and pricc at 
diffcrcnt timc horizons attribulablc to shocks in column variablcs. 

Having convinced about the importance of monetary shocks for 
output and prices we will be naturally interested in the impulse re- 
sponse function. These are presented in Table 3. 

- 
In the impulse response function, the effect of money on output is 
found to t~ important till 24 months, though very short run effects 
(1-2 months) are negligible. Although the effect slowly dies down 
with the passage of time, it remains positive. The influence of  
n ione t~q  shocks on output increases till the 8th month and slowly 
recedes in the subserluent months. Thus the monetary shock re- 
m:iins influential on output for a substantial period. In case of 
price, the effect of i1ionet;iry shocks on price is very significant till 
the 8th n~ontlis. I t  imi:lins highly positive upto the fourth month. 
Subsequently the imp:lc t decays towards zero following :In oscillat- 
ing path. A close look at the table shows that while the price 
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shocks Ilitve negligible irifluence on the output, the output shocks 
have a high d c g ~ c  of influence on price till about 8 months. 

Table 3 : Impulse Responses Based on Structural Model 

Sl~ocks to Response of Output to Response of  Price to 
hfont  11s sl~ochs in s h t ~ k s  in .-..--.--- ..... -..--.*-..-..--..--.--.- .-.. --.--.--..--.--..-...-.--..-..--..-*. 

output prirc money oulput price money 
--" 

1 0.19 0.0 I 0.03 0.50 0.67 2.1 1 
2 0.33 0 . 0 3  0.09 1.40 -0.4 1 0.86 
4 0.63 0.00 0.25 0.33 -0.5 1 1.15 
6 0.78 0.00 0.37 -0.93 0.05 -0.63 

Note : Enlrics SIIOH, (Iytintnic rcsponsc of output and pricc to n onc-standard 
dcvintion shock in ~ l i c  estimated equations associated with cach column 
variables. blonlh 1 is the contemporaneous month. All entrics arc 
mul~iplicd by 1000. 

Section 111 
Identi Ficat ion of Monetary Policy Shocks 

As discussed earlier, the 1lm(t) will provide us the measure of pure 
nlonetnry shocks introduced in the economy, after due consideration 
of the present state of the economy through feedback rille. Under 
G L neutral" policy stance the extent of the shock um(t) will be insig- 
nificant (s~atisticrtlly zero). On the other hand, significant non-zero 
um(t) indicates non-neutral policy stance. More particularly the posi- 
tive shock will indicate an "easy" monetary policy stance while the 
negative shock will reveal a "tight" monetary policy. The plot o f  
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um(t) is presenteci in Figure 1. The monthly data correspond to 

Figure 1 : Plot of Urn (t) 
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October'91 through March797. As expected, the series under con- 
sideration is quite volatile. To have a meaningful analysis, the series 
is converted to hdf-yearly averages (say, urn*), coinciding with the 
'1st Half (April to September) and '2nd Half' (October to March) 
of credit policy. The policy stance in any half-year period can be 
classified iks "easy", "neutral" and "tight" when the average shock 
(i.e. urn*) for the period is significantly "positive", "zero (i.e. insig- 
nificant)" :md significantly "negative" respectively. The derived data 
on urn* are plotted in Figure 2, 

- 

Figure 2 : Plot of Urn * ( t )  
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The presentation in Figure 2 requires some further explanation, 
which is as follo~vs : 

I n  order to classify the urn* into "tight", "neutral" and "easy" 
policy stance, we search for an interval around zero which indi- 
cates the band of statistically insignificant value of um*. Accord- 
ingly, we devide the distribution space of urn* in such a way that 
with a (+)ve critical value k; 

(i) urn* < --k ((urn*) will indicate "tight" monetary policy stance 

(ii) -k o(um*) < utn* < k o(urn*) will indicate "neutral" mon- 
etary policy stance, and 

(iii) urn* > k o;(LI,*) will indicate "easy" policy stance, 

where o(um*) is the standard deviation of um*. 

As is conventionally used in testing of hypothesis, we chose k sat- 
isfying probability [-k o(u *) < urn* c < o(um*)] = 0.95, i.e., with 
95 % confidence w e  clas;fy monetary policy as "easy", "tight" o r  
"neutraltt. Thus k can be viewed as the critical value for testing 
the local mean of urn (i.e. urn*) equal to zero. Assuming normality 
s f  the urn(() series we observed that k = 1.96. 

Now, at any time point/period, urn(() and hence umX(t) will have 
mean zero under the null hypothesis of neutral policy stance. In 
previous section w e  saw that variance v(um)=0.00053338. Thus 
V(U rn *)=v(tlm)/6. 

In ~ i g u r e  2,. the lower limits and upper limits so derived are plotr 
ted. An analysis of the plot clearly brings out the nature of the 
monetary policy stance during October '91 to March '97. It can be 
observed that, the monetary policy exhibited certain degree of tight- 
ness during October '92 to March '93. During October '95 to  
March '96 also the nlonetary policy stance was reasonably "tight". 
On the other hand, the monetary policy stance can be identified to  
be "easy" during the periods October '91 to March '92 and April 
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'94 to September '94. In the rest of the period, the data indicates 
that the monetary policy can be termed as "neutral". 

Section IV 
Conclusion 

This paper has used the structural VAR methodology based on the 
works of Bernanke to analyse the dynamics of monetary shocks in 
the economy and their impact on output and prices. While ap- 
proaching the problem, we found the evidence that atheoretical 
standard VAR analysis may lead to sub-optimal results. Imposing 
structural model based on economic theories, it was found that 
monetary shocks exert significant effect on output and prices for a 
substantial period. We have also extended the analysis to statisti- 
cally identify the monetary policy stance of the authority into 
"tight", "neutral" and "easy" policy. The statistical results indiatte 
that the policy was reasonably tight during October '92 to March 
'93 and October '95 to March '96, while it was "easy" during 
October '91 to March '92 and April '94 to September '94. In the 
rest of the period, a neutral policy stance was in euidence. 

Notes 

1. A Cholcski ticcomposition of the covariance niatrix for thc VAK rcsiduals. 

2. Off diagonal clcmcnts of V(u) arc zeros bccause the components of u(t) arc con- 
s h i n e d  to be uncorrclatctl. 
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Appendix : Smoothening IIP Using 
Iiodrick-Prescott (IIP) Filter 

Thc HI' filtcr (scc Claude Ciorno, Pcte Kichardson, 1)cborali Hoscvcarc and Paul van 
dcn Noord, 1995 und Mikucl Apcl, 1995) fits a trcnd through the tirnc scrics data, 
rcgardlcss of any structural brcilks. by making the rcgrcssion cocfri~ients valy over time. 
With rcgnrd to Ill'. this is donc by finding a trcnd that sirnullsncously minimizes a 
wcigl~tctl uvcrap  of thc gap k twccn  actual IIP and vcntl IIP at any point of timc and 
thc rutc or c l ~ m g c  in trend 111' at that point in timc. More prcciscly, tlic trcnd 1IP. sriy 
iiI'll13 for I= 1,2. ..., is cstinii~~ctl to mininlisc 

- .  .. 

Z(lnY(t)-lnY*(t))'+ AZl(lnY*(~+l) - InY*(t)] - (InY*(t) - lnY*(t-1)) 1' 

wlicrc Y(t)=llI'(l), Y*(Q = HI'IIP(t), C indicates tlic sumlnation ovcr lime, k is llic 
wcighdng factor tht~t ct)n\rnls smoothness in ucntl linc. A low valuc of h will produce 
a trcnd that li)llows i~r tu i~ l  Ill' nlorc closcly, whereas a Jiigl~ valuc of  h rcduccs scnsi- 
tivity of tlic trcnd to sliort-tcrrn lluctuations in uctual output and, in thc li.mit, thc 
trcntl approaches 11ic nialn gn)wth rutc for tile wholc cstiniution period. Subjectivity is  
involvcd in choosing tllc approprii~tc v d c  of A. Wliilc a vcry low valuc of k will lcad 
lo a s~ i ioo t l~c~l  scrics u~liich is closc to the original scrics. u vcry large valuc of A will 
gcncrrllc a s ~ ~ i o o t l ~ c t l  scrics closc to tlic trend path. In this cxcrcisc we have smooth- 
cl~ctl 111' scrics in such :I mtlnncr that the high dcgrcc of Iluctuation in the original 
scrics is rcclaccd but the s~noothcd scrics rcmains as  close to  thc original scrics a s  
possihlc. Accortlingly, 2. is i~ssigncrl a valuc of 720. 
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Excess Returns, Risk-Premia and 
Efficiency of the Foreign Exchange 

Market: Indian Experience in the Post 
Liberalisation Period 

f.limansiiu Joshi & Mridul Saggar* 

Tliis paper ~csts illc 11ii1rkc1 cflicicncy hypotlicsis Tor lndilin foreign cxchangc mnr- 
kc1 by csdll~ating s p o ~  t~ntl forwartl Intfiiin rupcc - US 1)ollar cxclii~ngc rate rcgros- 
sions. I t  also prcscnb ;I dyniaiiic model of tlic spot and forward cxcliangc rutcs ;Is 
n vcctor AHMA proccss. Tlic saniplc and motlcl-gcncru~ctl monicnts urc an:ilysrd to 
ol)tirir~ infor~liu~ion on tlic bcliaviour of spot und lorw~rd cxcllar~gc rilles, includi~ig 
that of their transitory iind pcrmancnl cornpncnu. Empirical cvitlcncc suggcs~q tliut: 
(i) tllc Intlii~n Ikcign cxcliangc nlarkct is nut cfricicnt, (ii) forward prcniiums tire 
pcrsistcnt, i ~ n t l  (iii) thl: voliltility of cxpccld dcprcciation is largcr dian iniplictl cx- 
ccss rclurns. Tlic cii~piricnl cvidcncc also points oul that ~l\c pcrmmcnt or Suntla- 
nicntiil cmrnl)oncnt of tlic cxclinngc rate prctlorninatcs in dclcrrnining its vilrii~tions. 
This cvidcncc implic\: that the stability o l  cxchungc rirtc in the Indian cconomy 
dcpcnds on \hc ~untli~nicntals. 

Introduction 

The co~tntcr-intuitive behaviour of excess returns encountered in 
foreign eschange 111;trkets has been a long-standing puzzle. Ex-ante, 
espected home currency returns on foreign deposits ill excess of 
domestic cleposits sliould be zero. Yet, empirical evidence over- 
whelmingly supports the presence of deviations from the ~lncovered 
interest parity (UIP), implying the existence of excess returns in the 
foreign exchringe markets. There are many potential explanations of 
this observed irregularity and the issue wanants proper empirical 
investigation. With this objective in view, this paper attempts to 
model the dynamics of spot and forward exchange rates in the 
Indian foreign exchange (FOREX) market. Forward exchange mu- 
kets hr~ve come into play only recently following the far-reaching 
reforms initiated in mid-1991 and phased move towards 
liberrtlistltion of current and capital accounts, which led to full cur- 
rent account convertibili ty in 1993. With the convertibility of the 
* T l ~ c  authors arc Assist;mt Aclviscrs in the Dcpartmcnr of Economic Analysis & I'olicy of 

the Bank. Thc views cxprcssed by the authors are their own. The aulhors arc grutcful to 
an anonymous rcfrcc for his uscful suggestions on an earlicr dran of this paper. 
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rupee in 1093. the exchange rate essentially became market deter- 
mined and niarket p;uticipilnts activated an otherwise dornlant for- 
w;lrd murket. With significant capi ti11 account convertibility for the 
non-resident flows over last six years and integrrition of the domes- 
tic capitill niarkets with global markets, exchange market becane 
volatile for tile first time in 1995, bringing to fore the inlportance 
of the forward 111;irket. Presently, the foreign exchange market has 
become closely integrr~tcd with the short-term money market. Li- 
quidity changes arc seen to spill over quickly to the FOREX mar- 
kets ill recent tinies and vice-versa. In this backdrop, the forward 
r;ites have become sigtiificiintly associated, both with the spot rate 
of rupee and the short-term interest rates in general. The central 
b:uk hus intervened time and again in both the spot and the for- 
wilrcl markcts, largely to influence the value of the currency and to 
:t lesser es tent to affect the monetary conditions. FOREX markets 
in Inctia have three main segments - spot, forward and swap. 
Trading takes place rmmng "i~~~thorised dealers (ADS)", which are 
m:iinly co~ilmercial banks. They primru-ily trade on their own behalf 
or on b~hitlf of large customers, besides conducting retail business 
f i ~  itidivid~~als or sniall business. Some ADS also buy/sell on behalf 
of the Reserve Bank, facilitating central bank intervention. Central 
bank intervenes in all three segments of the market, but not a l l  its 
swap opes~~tions ;ire conducted with a view to intluence the ex- 
change rate. Many of its swap operations are conducted with the 
objective of managing donlestic liquidity.' Recently, in view of the 
disturbing develop~nents in the East Asian nlarke ts, the intervention 
in forward mitrket was stepped up to control the contagion effect. 
However, the pressures on rupee abated with the announcement of 
a series of nlonetiiry and credit policy  measure^.^ The later mea- 
sures were addressed at the basic demand and supply factors af- 
fecting the exchange rate. To the extent that excess returns and 
risk prenlia in the Indian foreign exchange market h i ~ v e  beco~lle a 
recurrent  henom omen on, the nature of the movements need a thor- 
ough exi~niirintion in the context of exchange rate policy. This pn- 
per rttten~l~ts to bridge the gap i n  the literature by n~odelilig the 
spot and the forward Indian rupee-US dollar rates and exan~ining 
the prevalence of excess returns and risk premia in the n~r~rke t  
over the period 1093:04- 1998:Ol. 
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The rest of the paper is schematized as follows: Section I surveys 
the efticie~~cy hypothesis of exchange rate and provides possible 
exp1an:lrions for puzzles regarding the empirical regularity of excess 
returns, unbirtsedncss, market inefficiencies, systematic inefficiericies 
and risk pren~ia. Section 11 traces the recent development in Indian 
foreign exchange markets, particularly the forward market and its 
links with money market. Section 111 provides the test for market 
efficiency. Section IV develops a model of spot and forward rates 
and esti~iiatilig i t  as a vector autogressive moving-average 
(VARMA) process using maximum likelihood procedure. The model 
provides evidetice on the behaviour of excess returns and risk- 
pi-en~i:~, ancl the pcnilanent and transitory components of exchange 
rate. Section V concludes by presenting a synoptic view of the 
finditlgs in tenns of its policy implications. 

Section I 
Market Efficiency and the Excess Returns 

The prevalence of excess returns in the foreign exchange markets 
is one of the intriictable puzzles in the international finance litem- 
ture. If ~lrlrkets were efficient, then forward rates must be unbiased 
predictors of future spot rates and no excess returns should exist 
in the ni:ukets. Tr;iditionally, this was tested by regressing k-period 
ahead spot rate on the k-period forward rates prevailing at a par- 
ticular tinic-t: 

Where SLy is the spot exchange rate prevailing at time t+k, f,, is 
the k-per~od ahead forward rate prevailing at time, Po and P, are 
p;u-:~nieters, while o,,, is the white noise term. The eficient market 
hypothesis was considered to hold if the joint hypothesis of P60, 
P,=1 and E (11, u I-l ) = 0 V i # 0 is not rejected. Bilson (1981) 
arid Frrinkei (198 1) may be cited as examples. In most such em- 
pirical studies this si~nple test yielded mixed evidence. On the one 
hand, when the equation was estimated after subtracting forward 
rates from both sides of the equation, in most cases it was not 
possible to reject the hypothesis of constant and slope coefficients. 
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But the equations were often affected by presence of serial corre- 
lation. Besides, in many cases, the slope equation of the  trans- 
formed equation was closer to -1 rather than being zero indicating 
that forward premium nMy be unrelated to actual rate of deprecia- 
tion. Evidence against efficient market hypothesis was also obtained 
by Hansen and Hodrick (1980) and Hakkio (1981), though they 
cautioned that rejection of the hypothesis should not be readily 
identified with inefticiency in the exchange nwket as possible statis- 
tical explanations exist for the  result^.^ 

Simple OLS regressions of the above kind suffered from problems 
of stutionwity and inferences drawn by them were soon realised to 
be spurious. Cumby and Obstfeld (1984) and Fama (1984) over- 
came this problem by transforming the data so as to test market 
efficiency by regressing fi~ture depreciation on forward premiums: 

Where A$,, denote the depreciation of the spot rate between pe- 
riods t and t+k, jP,,L denote the k-period forward premium prevail- 
ing :it time t, and :is before Po and P, are parameters, while u,,, is 
the error term obtained by ordinary least square (OLS) regression. 
Again, the efficient market hypothesis would hold if it was found 
that Pu=O and @,=I  and have t-ratios such that the collstant and 
slope coellicients are statistically significant. Lewis (1995) points 
out that the regression could be analogous to testing: 

Where erL+, denote the excess returns of k-period future spot rate 
(S,+,) over k-period ahead forward rate prevailing at time t Cf,?. 
However, ihe equ:iIity of equations (2) and (3) depend on @,,=O 111 

(2) and the slope coefficient being equal to 'I plus the slope coef- 
ficient of t3) ' .  Note that excess returns are regressed on forward 
prenliums to test for efficiency in this case, with S, denoting the 
spot rate j~revniling at time-t. The efficient nlarkct hypothesis is 
tested in 111is c:ise with the null hypothesis of P,=O. In either citse 
of (2) or t 3), it is recognised that excess returns consist of :I pre- 
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dictiible excess return component and statistical error terms, which 
equ;ils the exp~.ession (St+k-E,S,+k), where El denote expect;itions 
operator denoting statistical (or expectation can be market-based) 
expect:ition prev;uling at time t of spot rate at time t+k. Empirical 
evidence based on (2) or (3) have also tended to reject the effi- 
cient market hypothesis in general. This includes the findings of 
Cuniby and Obstfcld (1984) and Fama (1984).4 

'f he unbkisedness 1 lypothesis has also been rejected using time-series 
evidence in ;i ri~tniber of studies. For example, Domwitz and 
Hakkio (1985), model forecast errors as an autoregressive condi- 
tional hetroscedrlsticity (ARCH) process and obtain evidence for 
non-zero constant risk-premium for some countries in their sample. 
Kaniinsky and Per~tga (1990) and Baillie and Osterberg (1991) 
specify GARCH-in-mean models to provide evidence of non-zero 
risk premii~nis. In this paper, we model market efficiency through 
siri~ple cointegrating process and employ a time-series VARMA 
11iode1 to ~)rovicle additional information about the relatioriship be- 
tween spot and forward rates. 

Widespreatl evidelice on existence of bias in forward preniirddis- 
count in the FOREX markets has been a puzzle, which has defied 
easy explar~ations. IF agents are rational and risk-neutral and trans- 
action costs do not matter, then forward premiddiscount should be 
an unbiased preclictor of future spot rate depreciationlrlppreciation. 
Generally th i s  is not the case. Exchange rate literature has ad- 
vanced several possible explanations for this. Existence of time- 
varying risk-pretiiii~m is niost popular of these. However, empirical 
models incorporating risk premia (Hodrick, 1987; Cuniby, 1988; 
i~nd Baillie arid Bollerslev, 1990) have provided an inadequate ex- 
pl:in:ition for the bias. Also, theoretically, the estimates of risk 
preniiri are m~lch smaller than observed bias (Frankel, 1988; Engel, 
1992). Alternative explanation has been provided by Rogoff (1979) 
and Krasker (1980) who raise the possibility of small samples and 
peso problem. Lewis (1989) suggests that small period can also 
result i n  :ibsence of learning effects for the market participants. 
Griren i~nd Gizyahi (1993) propose the possibility of a ~ ~ c h o r  for 
esch;inge rate expectations as one of the possible re;isons for bias. 
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Baldwit1 (1990) raises the possibility of transactions costs arising 
such that for miall interest rate differentials, it is not optimal for 
capital flows to operrite to restore interest parity. Yet, the empirical 
results are generrlliy inconsistent with market efficiency, even when 
we take into account these possible explanations. In any case if 
forward rates are biased predictors of future spot rates, there are, 
important implicritions for exchange rate management ilnd for cen- 
trill bank intervent ion. 

Section 11 
The Spot and the Forward Rate in the Indian 

FOREX Markets 

Across the globe, FOREX markets are found to be notorious in 
temls of efficiency in that the prevailing forward rates do not fully 
reflect the  available information. In India,. FOREX nxlrkets are still 
underdeveloped in terriis of instruments and practices and market 
efficiency is even more unlikely to prevail. Bokil (1995) attributes 
the thinness of the market to regulations preventing interest 
arbitraugers and speculators to freely operate in the market. He 
notes that large interest differentials prevail, but they have no rela- 
tion with co~responding annualised premia. Yet, the forward market 
despite being thin is growing rapidly. Far-reaching changes have 
occurred in the 1990s and the joint dynamics of the spot and for- 
ward rate for the Indian rupee has become increasingly relevant in 
the conduct of exchange rate policy. The reforms of the FOREX 
market were initiated with a two-step downward adjustment of ru- 
pee in mid-1991. This was followed by the initiation of ii system 
of dual exchange rrltes from March 1, 1992 under the Liberiilised 
Exchange Kate System (LERMS), following the reconmendation of 
the High Level Committee of Balance of Payments (Chairman: Dr. 
C. Rangxajan) (RBI, 1993). The dud exchange rate system consti- 
tuted an implicit tax on exporters and on remittances and the ex- 
change rate was quickly unified after a year by modifying the 
LERMS. The nlodified LERMS set up the system of niarket deter- 
mined exci~ange nite effective March 2, 1993 and after further re- 
moving some of the ren-raining restrictions on current ilccount trans- 
actions, Indiii acccpted the obligations under Article V I l I  of the 
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IMF's Articles of Agreement, making Rupee fully convertible on 
ci~rrent account. 

The reforms in the forward exchange market began in Much 1992, 
with the RBI granting permission to corporates for unrestricted 
booking alld cancellation of forward contracts for genuine expo- 
sures, both trade-related and others. Trading in forward market, 
however, remained th in  as the nominal spot rate of Indian Rupee- 
US Dollar remained fi~irly stable till mid-1995. One of the reasons 
for apparent illiquidity was the lack of freedom to book cross-cur- 
rency options. Cu.\to~ners with cross-currency exposures were per- 
mitted to hplit their cover through the dollar since February 1992, 
but i t  was only i n  December 1994 that the central bank permitted 
customers to take cover in a currency of their choice, which could 
be a currency other than one in which the payables / receivables 
were deno~ninattci. Cross-currency options as a hedge product was 
i~itroditced in Jiini~a~y 1994, but only on a fidly covered hisis. 'The 
rupee b;isecl cl-oss-currency options are still not introduced i n  nb- 
sence of i~itegration of the term-structure of interest rates and 
well-defined yield curve. Tampore ( 1993) notes that increased inter- 
action bet\veen ciomestic and international monetary policy began 
di~ririg this phase. During the LERMS period, the inter-bank swap 
premia rulcd consistently above the RBI premia up to November 
1992 - ;I period marked by tight conditions in the call money 
miu-ket, but tlle premia rates got aligned during November 1992 - 
March 1993. Following the unification of the exchange rate the 
in ter-bank ~ ~ r e n ~ i ; ~  tleclined, specially in the period July-August 1993. 

The forward market in India became active only since mid-1995. 
Forward premia after remaining high in early 1993, settled down 
and the FOREX ~narket remained remarkably stable during the pe- 
riod August 1993 - September 1995. The annualised 3-riionth for- 
ward pl-emia averaged 3.55 per cent, while the 6-month premia 
averaged 3.97. 'Though the premia had risen some\vtlat in the first 
qu;lrter of 1995, it ren~ained much below the 10 per cent mark. 
Tile 3-morlth fol-w~;lrd premia, however, touched a peak of 27.06 
per cent per ;IIIIIIIIII ill March, 1996 in anticipation of depreciation 
ancl prev;liling tight liquidity co~iditions reflected in relatively high 
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short-term in teresl rates. Forward premia, declined however since 
mid-1996, with itnprovenlent in liquidity condition and reached 
nmderate levels of a little over 3 per cent by mid- 1997. The de- 
cline in the forward premia was accompanied by wider divergence 
between the real effective exchange rate of rupee (REER) and the 
nominal effective exchange rate of rupee (NEER), indicrtting that 
the currency was beconling somewhat overvalued (Figure- 1). 

F i g ~ ~ r e  1 : REER & NEER 
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The exchange niiuket, however, did not react to indication of currency 
overvaluation until quite later. The RBI responded in the later haif of 
1997 by fillather rel;~xing the monetary policy by a 100 basis point cut 
in bank rate and pl:~nried reduction in reserve requirenients by 2 per- 
centage points of net cien1;tnd and time liabilities. However, excess li- 
quidity spilled over and led to speculation of depreciation of Rupee 
with conti~gion arising from on-going financial crisis in East Asia. 
L:lrge currency c1el)reciations in East Asia generated espectr~tions of 
competitive depreci;~tion of Rupee. These sentiments resulted in for- 
ward premia rising once again arld the 3-month premia cr-ossed 15 per 
cent mark in early 1998. The 6-month premia has gener;illy miriiicked 
tflc 3-~non t l i  preniii~, though the divergence between spot i~nd forwisd 
rates 11:is ~~risen,  whenever the forward premia came u~lder presstlre 
(Figure-?). 
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Fig. 2 : SPOT & FORWARD INR-USD RATES 
(monthly averages: spot, 3-month & 6-month for~vards) 

The growilrg forwid ~narket in India has brought cibout integration 
of the FOKEX rllarket with other financial markets, particularly the 
short-tern1 nwney ni~rrket. While the linkage of the FOREX ~iiarket 
with the Iiloney nlarket was weak during the pre-LERMS period 
the transmission n~echanisn~ got greatly strengthened once the ex- 
change rate got nliirket determined and forward market was ncti- 
vated. Two Eictors pliyed an important role in this trnnsition. First, 
with frequeiit clla nges in local currency reserve requirements for 
comn~erci;ll banks, the banks resorted to frequent use of swaps to 
augnlent their level of reserves and nleet their reserve reclui~n~ents. 
Second, irl events of tight money conditions reflected in liigh call 
111oney rates, banks took recourse to  swaps acquiring spot rupees 
for forward dollars. 'The swap premia tends to rise along with call 
rates as a result. I-lowever, the market still ren~ains underdeveloped 
due to a ~lurnber of factors. Fit, a cautious approach requires the 
banks to ~llaintilin it square or near-square end-day positions. Sec- 
ol~d, banks are riot permitted to take cross-currency positions over- 
sects. Third. the rupee-based derivative market is nearly non-existent. 
Fourth, there is lack of depth in the nnrket on account of nmder- 
ate licluidity of nxmey markets. Fifth, the tmding base re~n:tins nar- 
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row on account of virtual absence of non-bank participation in 
tradiag. The Sodllurli Committee Report (RBI, 1995) I1i1.s made 
severill recotnmenclations to activate trading in forward markets. 
While, exchange ~narket reforms are being pursued with ciiu tion, 
the role 01' forwar.d n~nrkets have become central to the currency 
risk ni:in:lgernent for the financial institutions and corporiite entities. 
As a result, statistical evidence on market efficiency, excess 
returns and risk prcniia have become important in the present dis- 
pensation. 

Section 111 
A Test for Market Efficiency 

As discussed in Section 11, the empirical verification of efficiency of 
foreign exchange ~llarkets has been a subject of extensive investiga- 
tion in er11j)iriciil literature. Sadly, most of the research in  this area 
pertains to the tniirkets in developed economies and research for 
testing effii.iency ill less developed markets has been scanty. This is 
pirtly bec;tuse ~noht developing economies have only recently begun 
liberalising their exctiange markets. Here we explicitly test the mar- 
ket efficiency for the Indian FOREX markets using the Indian ru- 
pee-US dollar ~ ~ i t u  using both equations (I)  and (2), though for 
obvious statistic;il i.eitsons, earlier enumerated in Section 11, we base 
our irlfere~ices on the second equation, treating the first merely for 
expository purposes. The results are given in Table-I below: 

The enlpirical esti~tiates in Table I suggest that, even though equa- 
tion (i) fails to establish cointegration between the future spot and 
the current forw:ircl rates, the coefficient & is not sig11ific:ultly dif- 
ferent from one, which estrtblishes the existence of efficiency in the 
Indian exchange titarket. However, since not much reliance can be 
placed 011 inferences based on generic unit root tests in finite 
samples; the alternative is to estimate equation (ii). The estimated 
equation (ii), tiowever, suggests that the hypothesis of efficiency 
can be rrjccted since the estimated p, turns out to be insignificant.' 
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Table I : Testing the Efficiency of Indian 
Foreign Exchange Market 

Equation (i) 
st, = 0.32 + 0.90 fiD , k=3 

(1.55) (1 5.15) 

Rbarsq = 0.80, SEE = 0.03, DW=0.36 and 

PP Test (residuals) = -1.208; 5% MacKinnon (1991) critical value 
of -3.34 against the null of random walk. 

Equation (ii) 
A, St, = 0.0056. +0.28 f; , k=3 

(0.45) (0.69) 

Rbarsq = 0.49, SEE = 0.02, DW = 1.31, Q(11) 23.74 

Note to Table I : 
(i) The period of estimation was from April 1993 to January 1998. 

(ii) Both rcgrcssions arc estimated for 3 month forward exchange rate of the rupee to 
U S  dolla'r. 

There could be several possible explanations for rejections of the 
efficient miuket hypothesis. Under the rational expectations hypoth- 
esis (REH), ex-post excess returns should match market's true ex- 
pected returns, plus a forecast error that may be unpredictable ex- 
ante. If this is true, then the existence of excess returns must be 
identical to foreign exchange risk-premia. But, excess returns could 
exist as systenlatic forecast errors and not necessarily as risk 
premia if market forecasts are irrational or if the distribution of 
errors measured statistically are different from distribution of distur- 
bances perceived by the traders. It is also possible, that absence of 
a vibrant forward market with adequate liquidity and availability of 
hedge instruments, makes the market inefficient. 
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Section I V  
A Time-series model for spot and forward rates 

While one of the purposes of the present paper is to test for the 
exchange market efficiency in the Indian economy, an equally im- 
portant objective is to develop a parametric time series model of 
the spot and forward rates so as to understand the mechanism of 
exchange rate dynrunics including its relationship with forward rate. 
This model would then be employed to generate estimates of the 
unobserved expected currency returns and expected depreciation and 
the results compared with actual data to test the adequacy of the 
empirical exercise. The methodological approach taken here is that 
of Hai et.al (1997), who estimate a two component parametric 
time series model of the spot and forward exchange rates for Yen, 
Franc and the British Pound by setting up a vector autoregressive 
moving average (VARMA) model and solving it by Kalman Filter 
(KF) and maximum likelihood (ML) methods. In a departure from 
this original method, we attempt a direct estimation of VARMA 
through ML method and thus bypass the KF routine. This simplifi- 
cation is not expected to produce any significant changes in the 
direction of results due to the choice of a structurally uniform 
sample, which spans the post liberalisation era in the exchange 
market from April 1993 to January 1998. 

The model assumes that both spot and forward foreign exchange 
rates can be represented as having a driftless common random 
walk component but with different temporary (or disequilibrium) 
components, each represented as a persistent stochastic process as 
follows: 

Spot Exchange Rate : st = zI + x 
S,L 

Forward Exchange Rate : f = zL +x, . . . .(5) 

Common Random Walk : zt =q.,+ E,, 

where x, and x, are the structural stochastic processes associated 
with the spot st and forward f exchange rate, respectively and z, is 
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the random walk element common to both the spot and the for- 
ward rates. In addition, it is also assumed that: 

((x* and x,)') is a stationary bivariate stochastic process, 

fp = Xst - x, is the implied excess returns from forward specula- 
tion and, 

where 8 is inverse of the economy's speed of adjustment coeffi- 
cient which depends on the other parameters of the model and 5 
theoretically measures the state of disequilibrium in the goods mar- 
ket. As car1 easily be observed, the proposed structure is essentially 
a two component model of the spot and forward rates where the 
common random walk component is the 'implied' value of the ex- 
change rate in the absence of nominal rigidities and can be thought 
of as the 'fundamental' or 'long-run equilibrium' value of the ex- 
change rate' and can also be designated as the permanent compo- 
nent of the exchange rate. The fundamental component of the ex- 
change rate is theoretically a function of domestic and foreign 
money stocks, income and aggregate demand shocks. On the other 
hand, the temporary but persistent components xSt and x, are devia- 
tions from their respective fundamental values of the spot and for- 
ward exchange rates and are interpreted as disequilibrium errors. 
As Hai et a1 (1997) indicate, the two component model is actually 
a stochastic generalisation of Dornbush's (1976) exchange rate 
overshooting model developed in Mussa (1982) where the operation 
of frictionless asset markets combined with commodity price adjust- 
ments lead to a two component representation for the exchange 
rate - a permanent value and a transitory component. The funda- 
mental value being a stochastic trend modeled as a pure random 
walk. 

In terms of the n~ethsdologicnl procedure, no opriori  restrictions 
are placed on the behaviour of (x, ,~,)  except that the process is 
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stationary (or I(0)). Thus if the stochastic process (x,, x,) satisfies 
the criterion of stationarity, the model for spot and forward ex- 
change rate disequilibrium can be set up as an unrestricted vector 
ARMA process. The VARMA (1,l) process in this case'may be 
represented as: 

Where the innovation vector is normally and independently 
dismbuted. 

Alternatively, the rnodel written in a complete form as: 

E, being i.i.d.and, 

X, = c + $ x,, + $ + @& t-,, Et = ( E ~ ,  Ef,)' i.i.d. - N(0, 9, with 

@ and 43 are (2x2) parameter matrices of the AR and MA terms 
respectively, and c is the (2x 1) vector of constants and xt = (xst, 
x,) as aheddy defined is a bivariate stochastic process and C is the 
variance-covariance matrix of the error process (E,, eR). 

Empirical results of the model are presented in Table-I1 below: 
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Table 11 : VARMA (1,l) Model of Spot and Forward 
Exchange Rates for India - April 1993 to January 1998 

-0.00018 0.77 -0.88 0.37 0.76, Qs(13) = 6.30, p-valuc =0.93 
(0.00084) (0.04) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08), Qf(13) = 6.81, p-value =0.91 

Optimized log-likelihood = -492.03 

Notes to Tablc I1 : 
(i) ~ x c h a n ~ e  rate is thc nominal rupcc cquivalcnt of one US dollar. 

(ii) - QJ13) and Q,(13) statistics arc thc respective Ljung-Box ~2 statistics for 
tcsting thc whiteness of thc implicd random walk innovations in the spot 
and 3 month forward exchange rates.. 

(iii) p, is thc implied correlation bctwecn thc random walk innovations of 
the spot and the forward exchangc ratcs. 

(iv) Figures in parantheses arc asymptotic standard crrors. 
(v) The nonlinear optimisation routinc of Berndt, Hall, Hall and Hausman 

was used to maximise the log-likelihood function. 

As the empirical ~.esults in Table 11, especially the estimated Box- 
Ljung statistics for the random walk innovations suggest the null 
hypothesis for both spot and the forward rates cannot be rejected, 
thus, validating the rationale of the choice of our specification. Of 
the other properties, the standrird errors pertaining to the estimated 
coefficients are generally small, thus lending statistical significance 
to the empirical results. As in the case of many other studies, the 
exchange rate variability in the Indian market is dominated by ran- 
dom walk component. While the standard error of the percentage 
changes in exchange rate is 1.58; that of random walk innovations 
is estimated close to 1.68, which is not significantly different from 
the former. It is for the reason that the permanent component 
shows unpredictable changes that most macroeconomic exchange 
rate forecasting studies end up in failing to outperform the random 
walk model. 

In Table III are presented a comparison of several sample and 
implied (model generated) information which is expected to shed a 
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good deal of light on the behaviour of the dynamics of the spot 
and the forward rates: 

Table 111 : Sample and Model Generated Information on 
Exchang Rate Dynamics 

RupeelUS dollar Exchange Rate 
--------------- --- ------- ----------- --------- 

Sample Model 
Based Generated 

Var (TC Innovations-Spot) 

Var (TC Innovations-Forward) 

Cov (TC Innovations Spot/Forward) 

Var (Depreciation) 

Var (Forward Prcmium) 

P I  
First Order Auto Correla~ion of 
Forward Prclnium 

Var (3 Month Exccss Rcturns) 

First Order Autocorrelation of 
3 Months Excess Returns 

Notes to Table 111 : 
(i) 'TC innovations' implies the innovations of the transitory components, viz., 
(el,, efJ. Var(.) ilnplics a variance estimate. 

The estimates in Table ILI indicate that the model performs reason- 
ably well. Of notable significance is the higher first order 
autocorrrelation of the implied forward premium and excess retums, 
both of which not only match well with their respective sample 
estimates but are also marked by considerable persistence. All other 
estimates, except the coefficient p,, are also found to compare ad- 
equately with their respective sample estimates. The estimated P, 
does not match very well with the traditional sample estimate even 
though it has a correct positive sign. Interestingly, the parametric 
value of p, is not negative as is generally obtained in empirical 
studies for developed foreign exchange markets. The results in 
Table 111 also suggest that the variance of implied excess retums is 
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less' than that of implied depreciation which once again points to- 
wards the importance of fundamental factors in exchange rate dy- 
namics and the nxuket 's fi~ilu re to correctly foresee future deprecia- 
tion of domestic currency. 

Of critical importance in any empirical exercise is the trricking per- 
formance of the estimated model. Plots of model generated spot 
and forward rates rind of forward prernia and excess returns are 
presented in figures V and VI, respectively, against the sample of 
actual data (see Tracking Performance of VARMA (1 , l )  model, 
Figures 111-VI). The visual evidence suggests that the performance 
of the estimated nlodeI is quite reasonable in terms of its ability to 
capture temporal variations of the actuaI data, which makes it a 
useful tool for foreign exchange market analysis. This is also strik- 
ing in a sense that though the Indian FOREX market has not been 
completely dergulnted, the n~arket participants do appear to have 
been taking into account the importance of the fundamentals of the 
economy in determinatiot~ of the exchange rate. 

Section V 
Conclusions 

In terms of the empirical results presented in this paper, the hdian 
foreign exchange nixket like many others does not pass the test of 
efficiency implying that the forward exchange rate cannot be said 
to be an unbiased predictor of the future spot rate. One of the 
policy inlplications of this result is that since the events in the spot 
and forwad markets are somewhat insulated from each other, inter- 
vention in one market needs to be supplemented by intervention in 
the other. The RBI intervention has generally been passive during 
periods when exchange rate has been relatively stable. However, on 
occasions the central bank has been compelled to step-up interven- 
tion, by selling dollars forward to cool forward pren~ia, or by con- 
ducting buy/sell operations to dampen high intra-day or day-to-day 
volatility. I t  also u~~dertakes swaps when forward premia goes out 
of alignment with don~estic short-term interest rates or sometimes 
even to silnply snioothen the maturity profile of forward liabilities 
and ensu're that fonvrud liabilities remain prudent in size. Ordinarily 
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swaps would not influence the forward rate, but swaps are useful 
not just for altering monetary conditions, but also for exchange rate 
management. However, there rue limits to forward market interven- 
tion, specially in the long-run. A time series model of the spot and 
the forward exchange rate estimated as a VARMA process pro- 
vided insights into the exchange rate dynamics. A notable inference 
is the presence of higher volatility of the permanent component of 
the spot exchange rate against its temporary component thus imply- 
ing the dominant role played by fundamentals in determining ex- 
change rate variations. The predominant role of the permanent 
component established in the paper supports the RBI strategy of 
concentrating on fundamentals in the economy and modulating the 
monetary conditions, whenever necessary for bringing orderly condi- 
tions in the exchange market. From a policy point of view, the re- 
sults ~inderscore the iniportance of the policy of intervention in dif- 
ferent niarket segments as needed and its emphasis on continuous 
monitoring of the critical fundamentals of the economy to ensure 
their reflection on the exchange rate. 

Notes: 

1. Such swap operations arc typically associated with the central bank selling dollar 
forward and supplying rupcc in spot market, whcn forward prcmia and domestic 
intcrcst rate comcs undcr upward pressure, but risks prcssurcs on domestic cur- 
rcncy if monetary conditions ease out as a result, as indccd happened in early. 
1996. 

2. The mcasurcs in the currency markcts were successfully complcmentcd by a set of 
monetary and credit policy measures. These included raising the bank'rate, interest 
rate on fixed rcpo, interest ratc on post-shipment rupw export-credit and the cash 

, 

reserve ratio (CKR). Also; thc cxport crcdit refinance to banks was sharply re- 
duced. 

3. Morc recently, Sansal (1997) has explained the existence of forward premium 
puzzle on thc basis of thc sign of intcrcst rate dilferential which may arise from 
a particular term structure of interest ratc. 

4. Empirical findings suggesting unbiascdncss is scanty. Kiaskcr (1980) prcsents cvi- 
dcnce to show that peso problem may cxplain rcjcction of efficiency in some 
cases. In few sludics, where coinlegrating relations bctwccn forward rates and fu-  
ture spot rates wilh a unit slope for forward rule in the rcprcssion have bccn 
found indicating unbiasctlncss, supplcmcntary evidence on pcrsistcncc from , 
autocorrclalions of forward prcmin indict~tc prcscncc of sniall sizc risk prcmia 
showing that markcts may not bc as cfricicnt as indicated othcrwisc. Castro and 
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Novalcs !1998) may bc cikd as an example. 

5. These results hold cvcn whcn tcstcd for the sub-saniplc 95:06-98:01, i.e.. for the 
period wlicn llie forward market bccamc activc. The rcsults for this sub-sample are: 

S,, = 2.30 + 0.35J', for k=3, .....( 1) 
(5.03) (2.77 j 

PP tcst (110 trcnd) = -0.43: 5% MacKinnon (1991) critical value of -3.90 against 
thc null o f  random walk. 

Kharsq = 0.56, SEE=0.0,3, l i l -V= 1.27, Q(7) 6.30 
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TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF THE VARMA (1,l) MODEL 

Fig. 111. ACTUAL & IMPLIED SPOT EXCHANGE RATE 
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Modern Ptcbtr'c Economics, Raghbendra Jha, 
Lcrncfon : Routledge, 1998, pages xu + 558, Price f 19.'!9. 

A good graduate textbook in Economics is perhaps intended to 
perform two major functions. First, it is supposed to deconstruct 
the Jounral articles, which often suffer from the 'tip of the iceberg' 
syndrome, in the form of a do-able model and discern the general 
priniciples so as to guicfe the students in their pursuit of further 
Emrodeling, extensions or  empirical verification. Secondly, and more 
impwmntly, a textbook is supposed to place a model locationally, 
strip it of the apparent niceties so that the student gets a sense of 
perspective of the general class of models within which this pnr- 
ticular model a n  be located. This is what one gets from a Hand- 
book-type survey article. A good textbook has to have both these 
attributes. Looked at from these two functional angles, Raghbendra 
Jha's Modcrn Public Econontics is clearly a winner. 

To put the claim in specific terns, me may note that the uni- 
versally followed s tandad comprehensive graduate textbook on pub- 
lic econoniics by Atkinson and Stiglitz was published in 198Q.I As 
a result the progress in the field of public economics dtrring the 
last seventeen yeru-s is not captured in it. To  give an example, the 
revolution in informational econon~ics, in which Stiglitz himself 
played a pioneering role, being largely a phenomenon of the eight- 
ies is absent in Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).2 Again topics like 
dynamic fiscal policy, tax-reform, regulation, or fiscal federalism, 
which are of recent origin, d o  not find a place in Atkinson and 
Stiglitz (1980). Although in between fundamental works in public 
econon~ics appeared in book from, yet if one does not consider 
Jha's effort, there has been no substitute to Atkinson and Stiglitz 
(1 980) for comprehensiveness? 
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Public Economics, as the author has aptly put, is "loosely de- 
fined as the study of government intervention of the miirketplace.." 
(p. xi). Tlius, from an applied micro-theoretic standpoint, it is 
largely devoted to the study of welfare implications of government 
intervention. The author's coverage of this traditional aspect of 
public economics is complete. Starting with a dikession on welfare 
econonucs, the author gives a quick account of the "basics of con- 
sumer demand" (Chapter 1 ), "perfect conipetition and Pareto 
optimality" (Chapter 2), and "forms of social welfm-e function" 
(Chapter 3). While every student of public economics is expected 
to be exposed to the topics of the first two chapters (as the au- 
thor himself has pointed out), the chapter on social welfare func- 
tion is paniculru-ly interesting. The author does a commendable job 
in introducing topics like Sen's interpretation of information in 
Arrow framework, neo-utilitaria~iisni, o r  Rawlsian maximin, that 
would have been riom~rilly skipped .from a chapter in the nature of 
digression, although these topics deal with realistic concerns of 
welfare economics and help improve our understanding of public 
economics. 

Three chapters of the book are devoted to theory of public ex- 
penditure. The chapter on "external effects and market mechanism" 
(Chapter 5) discusses both the tmditional issues like Pigovian taxa- 
tion or suhsidisation, os well as the advanced material on tragedy 
of commons or depletable and non-depletable externalities. In a 
similar vein the chapter on "theory of pure public goods" (Chapter 
6), starting from Samuelson's 1956 nlodel on conditions of Pareto 
optimality with pure public goods, goes to more recent develop- 
ment of solutions to the problem of incentive compatibility that is 
associated with provisiorl of pure public good. Apart from discuss- 
ing the standard 1,indahl-Wicksell mechanism of a linear tax, asso- 
ciated with the benefit derived from a particular public project, the 
author takes up a number of more recent mechanisms of solving 
the free rider problem of public good; notable among them are 
Groves-Lob mechi~nisn~ (wherein private parties have no incentive 
to lie), or  Clarke-Groves-Vickrey nlechanisn~ (wherein revelation of 
true individual preferences beconles profitable). However, the author 
rightly notes that :dl these mechanisms to  solve the free rider pmb- 
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lern are in the nature of assuming away its very existence. Two 
other examples of provision of public good have been considered 
in this chapter, viz., its private provision, and pubic choice theoretic 
voting models. In the kist chapter of this part (Chapter 6: 'Topics 
in the theory of public goods"), the author introduces the theory 
of clubs h the context of Tiebout hypothesis of local (as opposed 
to national) nature of public goods. The discussion on provision of 
public goods with asymmetric infomution in this chapter is found 
to be most exciting. Based on his own earlier joint work (with R. 
Broadway and I. Horiba), the author shows that supply of public 
good in the asyrninetric infom~ation case will be smaller than that 
in the full information case. However, if the agencies have same 
n~argir~al cost, and differ only in their fixed cost, then the iso- 
profit ci~rvcs will not be crossing each other and the optimal policy 
will lie in a pooling equilibrium.  he author also takes up the is- 
sue of rent-seeking as ii probleln area in the provision of .public 
good. 

Spanning over ten cliapters, the coverage;,of theory : . I .  of taxation 
is perhaps the most complete in the book. ~ t '  discdsses the tradi- 
tional issues like effect of taxation on savings, labdu; supply, in- 
vestment behaviour, and risk taking or optimal no9,linear income 
taxation. While these subjects are very essential tbi'any complete 
book on public economics, what is interesting to find in the book 
is inclusion of a number of more recent topics like dynamic 
taxation, tax-ref om^, taxation in an endogenous growth model. Even 
in the discussion c)f the traditional topics the author incorporates a 
number of recent developments. The following list is illustrative, 
viz., (i) extended life cycle model of saving in the chapter on 
c c effect of taxes on savings", (ii) tiix incidence in a model of 
involuntary unemploynle nt  in the chapter on the "theory of tax 
incidence", and (iii) optimal taxation under asymmetric infomation 
in the chapter on "aspects of income taxation". 

The all thor discusses ''tc~x incidence in dynamic models" 
(Chapter 11) is the context of a Solowi;\n growth n~odel,' as well 
as in its monetiiry version. Titking real wealth as comprising of 
real money balancrs and real v;ilue of corporate bonds, the author, 
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as a comparative static exercise, shows that an increase in inflation 
will increase the capital intensity of the growth process. This apart, 
in the same chapter the author discusses two other important 
issues, viz., Ricardian equivalence proposition in the context of 
Blanchard version of life-cycle model, and comparison of tax 
and debt as revenue instruments in a Feldstein model. An 
important inclusion of a topical nature in the chapter on "some 
results in commodity taxation" (Chapter 13), is  a descriptive 
discussion on value-added tax, as well as its comparison with retail 
sales tax. 

Four specific topics have been dealt with in the chapter on 
"topics in the theory of taxation" (Chapter 15), viz., (i) taxation in 
endogenous growth models, (ii) income tax indexation, (iii) time 
inconsistency problems, and (iv) tax conlpliance. All the four are of 
current interest. In particular, in an endogenous growth model it is 
shown that the growth rate depends positively on the rate of inher- 
itance tax, and not on the rate of income tax. The discussion of 
time inconsistency problems in the context of a dynamic tax model, 
giving an example from Fischer shows that a finite repetition of 
Fischer model is capable of generating a unique time consistent 
equilibrium. Tax compliance (or evasion) has, of late, become an 
increasingly important topic of tax policy. There is, in fact, an 
enormous literature on the underground economy. In the context of 
a dynamic tax evasion model, the author shows that in the 
presence of. an imperfect capital market with borrowing constraint, 
tax evasion cannot be ruled out even with full auditing. After 
all, for a liquidity constraint taxpayer it may make sense to 
evade a tax in the current period arid pay a higher tax, along 
with penalty, in future when the income level is sufficiently 
high. 

Against the backdrop of international experience in tax reform, 
Jha takes up issues relating to tax reform (Chapter 16) both in 
static and dynamic contexts. The static theory of tax reform, prima- 
rily following Guesnerie, makes a distinction between equilibrium- 
preselving tax reform and Pareto-improving tax reform. In the con- 
text of dynamic tax reform it is shown that, under some fairly 
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general conditions, substitution of a consumption tax for a wage 
tax may turn out to be inefficient. 

In the part on "applied problems in public economics", the au- 
thor takes up three major issues, viz., pricing in the public sector, 
international aspect of taxation and cost-benefit analysis. On "pricing 
in the public sector" (Chapter 17), the author discusses topics like 
Ramsey-Boiteux linear pricing problem, redistributive Ramsey- 
Feldstein pricing, non-linear pricing, and peak load pricing. Nor- 
mally textbooks on public econon~ics pay scanty attention to prob- 
lems of "international aspects of taxation" (Chapter 18). While it is 
a welcome change to see that the author takes extremely important 
issues like interest taxation in international fiscal coordination, and 
Ramsey optinla1 taxation in this context, it is little intriguing to 
see the inclusion of the theory of optimum tariff in this chapter. 
The chapter on "cost-benefit analysis" is fairly standard and 
takes LIP topics like shadow pricing, Little-Mirrless and UNIDO 
criteria. 

The part on fiscal federalism is perhaps one of the more 
non-standard rnaterial incorporated in the text. In the penultimate 
chapter on "issues in fiscal federalism" the author delves into 
diverse issues like rationale for the existence of subcentral 
authorities (prin~arily in terms of Arnott and Grieson model), and 
optimal size of local jurisdictions. In the final chapter on "grants 
and taxes in federal countries", issues like different purposes of 
grants, and tax sssignr~lcnt in federal countries are discussed. 

I t  may not have been possible, within the span of the present 
review, to do fir11 justice to ;I book that literally discusses hundreds 
of models i n  n tr;cctnble ;ind easily derivable mimner. Readers will 
be thankful to Jha for bringing out silch a book. However, from a 
reader's point of view, presentation of some exercises (analytical or 
otherwise) would have n~ade the text 111uch more useful. Perhaps a 
little nlore attention to the problems of the developing countries in 
the field ot' public economics could have been provided. Besides, as 
the strength of the book lies in its vast coverage, one suspects 
that in s o ~ n e  cases number of topics had been accommodated 
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within the span of a chapter without sufficient organic wholeness, 
Despite these limitations, the book is likely to be valued as an 
important text on p~~blic ecollonlics for years to come. 

Partha Ray* 
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In recetst years, bargaining policies and b q i & g  practices have 
been at  the forefront of decision-making. This has been due, in 
large part, to the fact that a systematic and iricisive analysis of 
bargaining is an important pre-requisite to an ~~nderstanding of 
markets in generrtl, and labour markets, in particular. Labour mar- 
kets are quick to react lo economic cycles. For example, during 
upswings, labour ~nru-kets respond through an increase in the wage 
rate and/or- employment level, which wottld tend to recede when 
the economy nears the downtuln. Central to the working of the 
labour market is ;ln unclerstanding of the processes by which the 
variables of concern (wi~ges, employment, hours of work etc.) are 
determined in the mru-ket. Although some literature on these issues 
in the Indian context have been extant for some time, the analyses 
were of piece-meal and incon~plete nature. The present book at- 
tempts to fill this void by looking into the b:lrg;uning aspect of 
labour marker functioning. Titled "Collective Bargaining: Perspec- 
tives and Pmctices", the book goes beyond the norn~al textbook 
requirements and provides us with a systematic analysis of collec- 
tive bargaining by knitting together the virious facets of collective 
bargaining: theory, evidence ;ind practice. In all, there are twenty- 
two chapters i n  the book and the organization of the chapters fol- 
lows a pattern sturting with a general perspective of the theory, 
practices ar~d principles, followed by ;in examination of the various 
issues pertiuning to collective bargaining in India and ending with a 
case study. 

Chapter 1 delves into the definitional aspects of collective bnr- 
gaining froni the econolnic viewpoint, the sociologists viewpoint, 
the managerial viewpoint, the Internationnl Labour Organisation 
(]LO) defir~itiorl etc. to mention a few. A common thread running 
through these definitions is nn attempt by the parties to nrrive at 
an amicable soludon to the potential tensiotl that exists among the 
sides. However, as the author observes, many of these definitions 
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". . .fail to consider other important aspects or features of collective 
bargaining as a method of industrial jiirisprudence and government, 
as a method of management, and as a social institution" (pp.14). 
The following three chapters deal with the basic tenets of collective 
bargaining, the process involved and the alternative approaches to 
bargaining. The various objectives of collective bargaining, the un- 
derlying procedures and principles, the associated environment influ- 
encing the bargaining practices and the scope and subject matters 
are discussed. Thereafter, the author examines the process of col- 
lective bargaining, its differen t phases and the a1 ternative bargaining 
approaches. 

Chapters 5 through 7 take up the issue of the nature and pat- 
tern of collective agreements and the extant arbitration mechanisms. 
The author lucidly discusses the various bargaining patterns, includ- 
ing conjunctive bxgaining (wherein the parties agree to provide 
certain requisite services to recognize certain sets of authority and 
to accept certain responsibilities), distributive bargaining (which is 
concerned with determination of wages, hours and working condi- 
tions), integrative bargaining (where the parties attempt to increase 
the size of the joint gain), co-operative bargaining, productivity 
bargaining (concerned with achieving higher efficiency, a reduction1 
minimization in unit labour costs and higher earnings). 

Chapter 8 describes the diverse collective bargaining practices as 
evidenced in the cleveloped economies. The author traces the bar- 
gaining patterns in the U.K., the home of collective bargaining, 
which, in its initial phase, centred around productivity bargaining, 
but after the passage of the Employment Protection Act (1975) has 
shifted to plant-level bargaining "...with considerable expansion in 
the range of issues negotiated" (pp.20). Bargaining practices in the 
U.S., on the other hand, has certain salient features, including, 
among others, (i) a decisive preference in favour of plant-or enter- 
prise-level negotiations, (ii) a bargaining structure determined prima- 
rily by union preferences. :md (iii) greater willinbaess of some em- 
ployers to operate during n strike by hiring strike replacements. 
Surprisingly, however, ". .. a very srni~ll fraction of all iigreements, 
i.e., 0.16 per cent, cover about 20 per cent of the workers em- 
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ployed under the negotiated terms" (pp.201). The author thereafter 
discusses bargaining practices in Japan, Australia and in Scandina- 
vian econolnies like Sweden (which has a two-tier bargaining struc- 
ture: conducted first at the national-level and thereafter at the plant 
level encompassing local issues). 

The second part of the book starts by tracing the evolution of 
the industrial relations environment in India encompassing the Tmde 
Union Act, 1926, the Industrial Employnient (Standing Orders) Act, 
1946 (subsequently amended in 1982) and the Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947 (Chapters 9 and 11). Tn Chapter 10, the developnlent of 
collective bargaining in Indian industries is described in detail. The 
author notes that the period starting post 1977 can be described as 
an era of collective bargaining. Chrtpter 72 exanlines the practices 
of coIIecrive bargaining in public sector industries. Of special inter- 
est to the financial sector is the section describing the bargaining 
process in the ballking industry. Collective bargaining practices in 
the banking sector was initiated in the mid-sixties and the first bi- 
partite settlement between the Indian Banks Assoeiation (IBA) and 
the Exchange Banks Association (EBA) representing the Indian and 
the exchange banks on the one hand, and the en~ployees, repre- 
sented by All-India Bank Employees' Association (AIBEA) and the 
AII-India Bank En~ployees' Federation (AIBEF) on the other, was 
signed on October 19, 1966. The author then goes on to trace the 
various pay agreements in the banking industry. The next three 
chapters discuss the duration and subject rnatters of collective 
agreement, the issues structural and attitudinal, besieging collective 
bargaining in India and the conciliation and arbitration mechanisms. 
In the author's own words "...conciliation, does not operate as a 
voluntary process.. .it is quasi compulsory in nature" (pp. 381). 

Finally, in part 111 of the book, the author undertakes a de- 
tailed and comprehensive study of the practices, principles and 
methodology of collective bargaining of several industries in the 
Coimbatore region in South India. The last chapter (chapter 22) 
brings out the conclusions. 

In general, the individual chapters of the book are elaborate 
and the author has attempted to analyze the issues in great detail. 
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Swle  of the points in this context deserve a mention. The author 
ha5 pmvided an extensive discussion of the collective bargaining 
principles. Central to the process of bargaining is the  concept of 
bargaining power. What determines the bargaining power of the 
p;~rties in the course of negotiations? What hrippens in the presence 
of n~ultiple unionis~n? How are the bargaining strengths of the sides 
affected in the presence of strategic stocks (inventories and/or strike 
funds)? How is the bargaining process affected if a third party/par- 
ties negoti;ite(s) on behalf on oneboth (of) the sides? Discussion 
on severill of thesc crucial issues, either from a general perspective 
or from the Indian standpoint, are worthwhile but seem to be 
missing in the book ~~rlder review. 

Informationrd constraints play a critical role in the bargaining 
process. As the author aptly observes " ... influencing the other 
party's estimate of the true value of a specific issue, may be ac- 
con~plished by a selective withholding (bold in original) of informa- 
tion" (pp.133). Earlier advances in theoretical research showed that, 
in a world of asy~nmetric information, parties often resort to  dis- 
putes to gain info~mation about the tnle state. For instance, in the 
face of incomplete information about the true value of the firm's 
profits, a union nlight often resort to strikes to screen the more 
profitable firm from the less profitable ones. Recent advances in 
bargaining theory however, observe that disputes in the process of 
bargaining can occur even in the presence of con~plete inforrna- 
tion(!). Such disputes have been shown to be rational outcomes 
emerging from the bargaining process. 

The author is somewhat silent of the basic theory of non-coop- 
erative bargaining wherein the sides alternate offers till an agree- 
ment is reached. The "take-i t-or-leave-it" argurnen t as described by 
the author is a variant of this appro;lch where only one side has 
the entire bargaining power. A little more attention on the interre- 
lationships and interconnections among the various theories would 
have been usefill. Data reveal that in recent times, in the developed 
countries and specially in  the U.S. and the Netherlands, there has 
been ii'grildual shift away from $tanditrd f o m ~ s  of industrial dis- 
putes (strikes, lockouts etc.) and towards holdouts (where the pro- 
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duction takes place under the tenns of the previous contract while 
the new contract is negotiated upon). Why are such forms of dis- 
piites preferred v i s -h i s  traditional modes? What are the cost ad- 
vantagesldisadvantr~ges accruing as a result? One would have ex- 
pected more on some of these problem solving issues in the book 
for its conlpleteness. 

East and South-East Asia have been at the centre-stage of eco- 
nomic policy discussion in recent times. How fiir conducive was 
the collective bargaining relations in fiicilitating growth in these 
economies? The book is illustrative on the experiences of several 
developed countries, understandably due to the primacy of labour 
market issues in these countries. Son~e discussion in the book on 
the growth phenolnenon in the emerging econo~nies in the context 
of labour mirket issues would have been usef~~l for a better under- 
standing of the policy problems in these countries. Recent re- 
searches have revealed that East Asia11 econonlies had succeeded in 
creating a highly disciplined, n~otivated and flexible work environ- 
ment. These include, a~nong others, the support of at least 30 s 

workers (or 20 per cent of the employees) to fonn i\n union, ap- 
proval by a majority (213 in Malaysia) of union nlen~bers by a se- 
cret ballot for a legal strike, free or highly subsidized retraining 
facilities in cases of retrenchment (Singapore and Malaysia) as well 
as retrenchment compensation. A discussion of the relative flexibil- 
ity/inflexibility of the laboiir policies in India as compared to South- 
EastJEast Asia woiild have given a direction to policy makers to 
understand the intricacies involved and the remedial measures that 
can be undertitken. Over.r~ll however, the book makes ii sigrlificant 
contribution to our understanding of the process of collective bar- 
gaining and would be read widely by those interested in the pro- 
cess of industrial relrttions. 

Saibal Ghosh* 

-- 
* Sllri Saihal Cihosh ic I{csc;irrl~ Ol'fivcr in ~he  I)cpartnicnl or Economic Analysis and 

I'olicy or tlic Ilank. 
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Estimating attd Ilzterpretilrg the YIELD CURVE, Nicola 
Anderson, Francis Breedon, Mark Deacon, Andrew Derry and 
Gareth Murphy (Series in Financial Economics and 
Quantitative Analysis) John Wiley and Sons, Chichester, 
England, 1996, pp. XI11 + 221. 

For credible monetary policy, central banks generally place em- 
phasis on a wide range of econotnic indicators. In this context in- 
formation derived from asset prices on market expectations of 
future inflation and interest rates have assumed critical significance 
with the elevation of market expectations to the status of primary 
indicator for liquidity n1an;lgement. Following sterling's dramatic exit 
from the European Exchange Rate Mechanism in September 1992, 
the Bank of England reviewed its underlying analytical frrimework 
for monetary management. One of the crucial aspects that has re- 
ceived poirited attention in this context is the analysis and modeling 
of the ten11 structure of interest rates and comparisons of nominal 
and index-linked government debt prices that can be used to ex- 
tract infor~nation on market expectations of future movements i n  
inflation. The Balk of England used to estimate yield curves to  
price new issues of government debt and to value loans to public 
corporations and local authorities which is now the general practice 
of miny pro-market oriented Centrrd Banks. But the shift of policy 
focus to a muiti-indic~itor approach, anchoring mainly on informa- 
tion based on asset prices, has led the Bank to explore the best 
possible wily of estimating and analysing the term structure of in- 
terest rate. The Bank has undertaken a review of theoretical and 
empirical literature on the tern1 structure of interest rates. With this 
objective in view, the book has been brought out authored by five 
of the then niembers of the Brink's Quantitative Financial Econonl- 
ics group. The book provides a competent account of what could 
interest the policy makers, practitioners and acadenticinns alike in 
issues relating to tern1 structure of interest rates. In fiict, in the 
authors' own adn~ission the book could be an unique contribution, 
since there is no single publication which successft~lly combines 
theoretical techniques and empirical issues i n  pricing securities 
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whilst never loosirig sight of their use in the 'real-world' applica- 
tions. 

The book is primarily concerned with the relationship between 
market interest rates and the valuation of debt instruments. Differ- 
ent forms of debt are distinguished primarily by the creditworthiness 
of the borrower. The govemrnents are deemed to be the borrowers 
least likely to default on their debt repayments, implying that the 
cost of borrowing funds in the country will never be lower than 
that faced by the governn~ent. For this reason, the interest rates 
charged to govern~nent are of particular importance for the market 
related yield curve. 

The volume under review could either be read from cover to 
cover, or used for reference on chapter by chapter basis. I t  has 
nine chapters blending relevant theory and empirical analysis in an 
exemplary way. Chapter 1 (The term structure of interest rates) 
presents the basic tools required for the economic analysis of bond 
n~arkets. It introduces the term structure of interest rates and 
places its important role in the valuation of debt instruments, 
Bond arithmetic techniques cover the bond price equation, accrued 
interest and conti~luous compounding, measuring the return on a 
bond, interest rate risk arid in~n~unization, convexity of price-yield 
function, the implied forward rate curve, spot (or Zero coupon) 
yield curve, par yield curve, forward yield curves, etc. This chapter 
suggests that the expectations theory of the yield curve, i.e., irn- 
plied forward interest rate representing the n~arket expectations of 
future short-term rates is of f~~ndamental inlportance to both market 
practitioners and to the authorities nmnitoring market interest rates. 
The intuition behind this theory is that, in a deterministic world, 
espected rates of  return on different investment strategies are 
equalized only when all forward rates equal expected short-term 
interest rates. The pure expectations theory states that the observed 
t-narket forward curve provides the best forecast of future interest 
rates. 

In Chapter 2 the kook discusses two distinct approaches to 
modeling the tern? structure of interest rates; first, measuring the 
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tern structure using statistiail techniques and second, using asset 
pricing models based on etjuilibriun~ or arbitrage :~rgu~nents. This 
chapter briefly introduces some of the problems associated with the 
best known approaches to yield curve estitnation and argues that 
the choice of a particular nlodel depends on the purpose to which 
it is to be put. For example, for macro econonlic nnrdysis while a 
p;wsin~onious nlodel niay be the preferred option, a highly flexible 
non-parametric approach may have greater appeal for pricing. 
What is outstanding in the book is its rigorous presentation of 
various models, giving a critical assessment of the econometric 
technirli~es used for estimating discount fi~nctions. For the readers 
who are interested in niatl~ematicr~l proofs of the models, the ap- 
pendices to this chapter provide step-wise solution of some of the 
more complicated disco~i~lt fi~rlctioris with proper referencing. This 
can be viewed as the core chapter of the book as i t  develops the 
theoretical foundations that underl;ty the term structure models. 

Chapter 3 (coinparing yield curve models) provides a study of 
comparative approach to evaluating the performance of alternative 
estimation niethods measuring the tern1 structure of interest rates, 
both in  theory and in practice. The authors note that there is a 
trade-off between smoott~ness and the goodness of fit of yield 
curve estimates bzcnuse of idiosyncrasies influencing the market 
price of a bond. Taxation r~~les ,  the existence of derivative markets, 
the classification of certain bonds as 'benchmarks', ex-dividend ef- 
fects etc. might influence the market behaviour. These filctors also 
need to be taken into account when choosing a nxthod of estiniat- 
ing yield curve for a p;~rticular market. 

Discussing the arbitrage opportunities in the n~arket, the book 
shows that nom~ally security-pricing proceeds with the assumption 
of 'no-arbitrage eclu il i  briurn'. Arbitrage arises in the case of 
mispricing which allows iui investor to make a riskless profit. The 
relationshiit between no-arbitrage and risk-neutral pricing is dis- 
cussed in Chapter 4 (Eq~~ilibriuni tern1 structure models). Some 
examples of equilibrium nmdels, in which the market prices of risk 
are explicitly incorpori~ted into the mode1 are presented in this 
chapter. The role of no-ilrbitrnge crluilibrium was seen to be central 
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to the development of term structure models. It establishes the 
validity of risk-neutrd pricing methods which often 1e;lds to pmicu- 
ixly tractable methods of pricing interest rate contingent claims. 

The pure nwdels of tern1 struct~lre of interest rates ignore sev- 
eral real world co~nplications involving the pricing of bonds. As the 
authors allude to i r i  this book had bond price been only determined 
by the term structure, it woilld have been possible to determine 
exactly the price of every bond in the market. Bond markets are, 
however, driven by a number of other filctors which influence their 
relative valuation. The most important of these factors is the tax 
regime. Dil'ferent tilx regi~nes have different innpacts on bond prices. 
Different investors may value the same bond differentially because 
investor specific tax rules provide different cashflows net of tax. 
There could also be bond-specilic tax rules, which differentiate be- 
tween the yields l'rom two bonds rtlthough they may have similar 
gross cashflows. 'The authors pose an in terestitig question as to 
whether tau effccts can be treated as 'noise' in the bond pricing 
n~odels. Such a course coi~ld  assume that the '~ioises' are evenly 
distributed, which of course is not a reasonable assun~ption to 
make. Tax regulations do ;it'fect pricing and a st~itisticriily fitted 
ctlrve with the assumption of' symnietrical distribution of noise car1 
introduce bias to the estin~iited term structure. The r~uthors in chap- 
ter 5 review vnrious rnodels that take explicit recognition of tax 
regimes and make coniparisons to show the best preferred model. 

Chapter 6 introduces bonds with embedded options to show 
why such instruments catinot readily be thought of in the same 
way as conventiorlal borlds for valuation and estimation of yield 
curve. This chapter provides a description of tile techniques for  
valuitlg such borids using the appropriate theoreticrtl fnmework. In 

, their simplest foml bonds with embedded options have two distinct 
coniponents - n straight bis~ld coniponent and an option component. 
Hence different pcrceptioils regarding yields and interest rate voln- 
tility can be consistent with the sanie price. These bonds are very 
conmlon :lmong corporate debt issues :IS they provide the advan- 
tage of tnldillg yield levels :lg;iinst views on volatility. The authors 
~ ~ S C L I S S  two nlost cornnion embedded optiorls viz., cdli\ble and con- 
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vertible bonds ;ind go into pricing issues with considerable depth. 
The book provides an authoritative account of the index-linked 
bonds, given the Bank of England's pioneering position in this re- 
gard. Using index-linked bond prices, it is possible to estimate the 
ten11 structure of real interest rates. The estimation of such a curve 
provides the 'real' counrerpilrt to the nominal curves. In particular, 
it enables the derivation of a real forward rate curve. I11 practice, 
however, there arc two frlctors which complicate such estimation: 
there is the lag in indexation and, in most n~rlrkets, there are typi- 
cally far lewer indexed linked bonds than conventional ones. 
Chapter 7 (Index-linked debt) presents a very useful discussion on 
the concept and relateti issues regarding index-linked o r  indexed 
bonds. The authors provide perhaps the most articulated and com- 
petent account of how index-linked bonds work in practice in sev- 
eral countries and how such bonds are usefill in estl-acting infoma- 
tion about the market's expected inflation. 

The book devotes a fill1 chapter (Chapter 8) to the expectation 
hypothesis and its role in setting term premia in the n1;irket. The 
expectations hypothesis is based on the generill proposition that 
expectntions about f~itlrl-e interest rates affect the current level of 
long rates. Theoretical aspects regarding the expectations hypothesis 
(the unbiased expectations Ilypothesis, the local expectations hypoth- 
esis, and the return to maturity hypothesis) are discussed. This 
chapter gives a detailed theoretical account of expectiitions hypoth- 
esis and practical issues in rnodeling yield curve i~sing the theory 
as basis. An interesting aspect of this chapter is that it provides 
the render with a det;iileti technical knowledge of how to develop 
the expectation theojy into ;ill estinlable specification for conducting 
empirical analysis. 

In the lest chapter illr ;itltliors turn to the eniyiric;~l evidences 
on the success o r  othenvise of  nxaket expecn~tions ;IS predictors of 
future eco~ion~ic  variables. In pritctice, this means testing whether 
term prernia are constant o r  time vi~rii~nt, As the ;iuthors own  ac- 
count reveill, "the eviderlce . . ... produces the surprising conclusion 
that for most countries the expectation theory with i\ constant term 
prenlium cimnot bc rejccred". This is ii sigtlif  :111t conclitsiori 11s hr 
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as its policy iniplicatiotls are concerned, since this not orlly vnli- 
d;ltes the hiniple yield curve moclels but also makes n strong case 
for basing policies on m:lrket expectations as ~nirrored i n  bond 
prices. The authors note that the only exception to a stable temi 
premia is the U S  bond market, which makes the interpretation of 
yield curve difficult it1 that country. While the yield ctrrve seems to 
be over-reacting to futilse short rates in the US, providing the ba- 
sis for easy rule to nirirkct participants to make excess profits, in 
the authors' view "it is possible that these excess profits are siniply 
fair compensation for risk. Such easy trncling rules, however, do 
not appear to exist in other markets". 

Whilst any views expressed in this book tire those of the au- 
thors and not necessarily ttiose of the Bank of England, it is to be 
recognised that the Batik of England hiis done ;I commendable ser- 
vice by supporting and encouraging the publication of this book. 
It reni;uns probably the niost itseful source on its subject, and that 
is a great deal to be th;uikfi~l for. Given the exhaustive set of is- 
sues discussed with incisive ani~lysis and terse presentations, the 
book is an extremely v;~luable contribution to the literature on in- 
terest rate. This n~akes  the book ti worthy piece for possession. 

T.K. Chakrabarty* 

.-. - 

* Dr. T.K. C'liiikr;lharly is I)irrc.lor in 1l1c Ilrlu~rlnlcnt of Ecoliou~ic. Anal~sis and I'olicy 
of illc I l r ~ n k .  
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Trnrle nrtd Innovritio~z : Ttteory arld Evidertce, Katharine 
Wakelin, Edward Elgar Publishing, Inc. U.K., 1997 Pp 191, 
Price ,2 45. 

Katharine Wakelin's book under review provides both macro- 
ecoriolnic and micro-econonlic level study of the role of innovations 
in trade flows froni an elnpirical perspective. The Schumpeterian 
[ipproach to international trade theory viewed technology diffusion 
process as being at least partly non-codified and largely f im~ spe- 
c % ~ ,  making the transfer of technology both r i  costly and complex 
process. Countries niay have a technologic:~l advantage in some 
sectors, giving a base for competitive advanrage. The level of ad- 
villitiige depends on the degree of codifiability and transferability of 
the re1ev;ul t infomiation. This approach to technology is effective in 
explaining technological differences between countries arid in par- 
ticular tech~iological differences between sectors in different coun- 
tries. 

The importance of tl country's history and institutions in devel- 
oping her teclinological profile has led to a number of studies on 
nutioniil systems of inrlovations. Such studies ti;~ve highlighted the 
diverse technological strengtlis and weaknesses of different econo- 
mies. Underlying this aggregate view of the technological strengths 
of sectors and countries ;ire the fi17ns which produce innovations. 
There are very few studies even in the Schumpeteriitn approach on 
the role of' innovation in tritde performance at  the timi level. The 
book therefore is impon;int in  contributing to an ~inderstanding of 
the role of technology in detemii~iing trade flows between countries 
at a similar level of economic developnlent and sectoral and fiml 
level perforn~ancr betwteeli countries and also within the same 
c o ~ ~ n  try. 

The book is basecl 011 the author's Ph.D. work. It is divided 
into four I I I ~ I ~ I I  p;lrts. l'lie first part consisti~ig of tlirce chapters, 
gives ;I critical overview of the developn~crlts in  the trerrtment ac- 
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corded to technology in trade theories. The classical comparative 
cost theory, despite its evolution over the years to Heckscher- 
Ohlin-Samuelson (H-0-S) theorem remained essentially a two-good 
two-country model. It considered capital and labour as the determi- 
nants of comprlrative itdvitntage on the assumption of identicd tech- 
nological inputs across countries. The subsequent refinements of it 
following the Leontief paradox covered more than two factors of 
production. Leontief in his study testing factor proportions theory 
for the US, found that the US, thought to be the most capital rich 
country, was exporting, par;ldoxically enough, more labour intensive 
goods than it was inlporting. This led to a theoretical search for 
an td ternittive explanation i'or trnde patterns. Labour was divided 
into skilied labour (hu~nari capital) and unskilled labour. Finer defi- 
nitions of fric tors partictrlarly of technology and human capital 
were used in empirical stir dies resulting in the neo-factor endow- 
ment approach to trade. The neo-factor endownient approach how- 
ever, was also found to be suffering from certain weaknesses. 
Technology, knowledge and capital were often treated as static 
endowments. The implicit dynrm~ic nature of techtlology, and capital 
as well as the accumulation and diffusion over time of technology, 
and capital were left out under the tie0 factor endowment ap- 
proach. In a neo-Schumpeterian approach, on the other hand, a 
more detailed trentnlerit of technology and its dynamic implications 
is given. The neo-Schunipeterian approach viewed innovation as a 
niicro-economic process (which explained how a country could 
maintain a cumulative advantage in the production of technology) 
and conlbiried cost differences with absolute advantages in technol- 
ogy. This approach in effect while considering technology gap as 
the most itliportant factor causing trade flows, stressed at the same 
time the ilnportance of cost advantages in an explanation of trade 
patterns. Countries wit11 a high technological advantage produce 
technology - intensive goods, mid will export new products. 

The author has surveyed the existing empiric:ll literature on the 
subject including as recellt :is Musket's 1994  work on the U'S 
and the U.K. trllde flows. ~ l ; e  lireriiture is classified according to  
three nuill cl~:tractcristics: (i) the use of dynamic or  static model of 
trnde, (ii) consider.ation of the relationship across sectors for one 
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country or across countries for each sector, and (iii) the choice of 
innovation proxy. 

It is found that the relative technological performance was an im- 
portant factor in OECD's tmde. Patents were found to be significantly 
related to trade perfomiance in nnchinery and high technology sectors. 
In general, it was found that innovations and investment variables 
showed significant long tern1 effects. Many NICS inlproved their mar- 
ket share through.imitations rather than innovations. The dynamic 
model studies also confirn~ the importance of non-price factors, such 
as quality and innovation in trade flows of developed countries. 

As reglirds the choice of proxy used for measuring technical 
capabilities, studies have shown that patents taken out domestically 
were not fourid appropriate. Institutional differences between coun- 
tries could make comparing domestic patent counts impossible. Use 
of foreign patents taken out in the U.S., the largest international 
market, is made in all studies for the patent proxies. Both patent 
and R & D expenditure captured different aspects of innovations 
and were found varying systematically over sectors. The role of 
patents in protecting property rights conies out as an important 
factor infl~~encing the sector's propgnsity to take out patent. Varia- 
tions in .use of both patent and R & D expenditure data singly or  
in combination are used in many studies. Openness and size of the 
economy, the relative ~imrket share in the U.S., labour productivity, 
combined technology index, etc. are used in the literature. In fact, 
foreign patents and R Sr D experidit~~re are the niost commonly 
used proxies for innovation. Given the ririture of illnovation which 
is a risky process and because of the drawback of using R & D 
expenditure, output nleasures of innovations have been generally 
preferred. This chapter gives detailed account of the various proxies 
used in measuring technical capability of a country and its impact 
on trade flows in a critical way pointing to the efforts made in the 
literature to arrive at a competent index that would take all rel- 
evant aspects into account. Readers will tind useful the tabular pre- 
sentation of the cl:&sific;~tion of innov:ltion proxies used by scholars 
in the literature. 

Part I? is devoted to the case stildies of bilatertll trade between 
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France, West Gennany, the Netherlands and the U.K., with an ex- 
tension of bilateral trade of all the six countries with West Ger- 
many. The sample countries were heterogeneous, both in terms of 
their aggregate innovation levels (shown by patenting and R & D 
expenditure) and also in terns of the R & D intensity of their bi- 
lateral exports. In this part, Chapter 4 concentrates on trade among 
the four European countries. The focus here is on assessing the 
impact of differences in innovations on bilateral trade. This analysis 
is further extended to trade of these four countries with rest of the 
European countries. The major objective is to assess the extent of 
technology gap between these four advanced countries. This testing 
is done both on a bilateral basis for each pair of countries and 
multilaterally within Europe. The relationship for each sector across 
the bilateral trade flows has also been considered. 

Particular attention is given to why and how the relationship varies 
according to the sectors and countries involved. For this purpose, the 
author has made use of siniple correlri tions between bilateral differ- 
ences in innovations proxied by patents and. bilateral trade perfor- 
mance. This, she adn~its, reduces the explanatory power of the rela- 
tionship. Nonetheless it helps in isolating sectors and countries. The 
results have shown that even for similrir and econornicaIly integrated 
countries, differences in innovations exert donlinating influence and dif- 
ferences in innovations reniain-sector, specific the areas of strength be- 
ing based on individual innovation patterns, institutions and economic 
structure. The variations in attitude to innovations shown by the Euro- 
pean countries, the author says, implies a lack of real convergence 
between them, Positive and significant relationship was g e n e d y  found 
in the very high and nlediun high technology sectors. By implication it 
means that the European Conmlission has focused on the convergence 
of monetary variables rather than on the convergence of real variables, 
including the level of innovations and that differences in innovation 
importantly determine intra-European trade. 

In Chapter 5, the s;ime relationship is considered for ' bilateral 
trdde using more comprehensive specifications, like relative R & D 
intensity, ;tnd act11:tl counts of innovations, R & D expenditures, 
and patents taken out in the U.S. The countries sample choosen 
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are also large. In the case of U.K., actual counts of innovations 
are used as explanatory variable. The author has used the ratio of 
innovations produced and used in each sector and classified the 
sectors into net users and net producers of innovations. The rela- 
tionship between innovation and trade performance is considered 
separately for each group of sectors. The sectoral model-result 
showed the importance of innovation in influencing trade flows, 
where as skill had little importance except in computer and phar- 
maceuticals when taken along with innovation. The national systems 
of innovation in different countries led to specialization of some 
countries in such sectors where rates of technological changes were 
rapid and required innovation rates were high. As information is 
costly and can be partly appropriated by the innovator, innovation 
could remain country specific and could provide conlparative advan- 
tage to countries and also to sectors amongst the countries. 

The third part of the book is more disaggregate and .Chapter 6, 
analyzes the impact of innovation on the export performance at a 
firm level for a group of U.K. fimls. Based on a survey of the 
innovations in the U.K., the innovation history of each firm is used 
to characterize it as an innovator or non-innovator. Further, the 
firms' propensity to export and size are considered. The hypotheses 
that innovation gives a firm a specific competitive advantage, im- 
proves its performance on foreign markets, leads to greater export 
and increases the probability of a firnl to export are tested with an 
empirical n~odel set up to take acco~lnt of determinants of export 
behaviour, including firm specific chruacteristics and also the charac- 
teristics of the sector in which the fiml is located. The firm-specific 
characteristics appeared to be a more important determinant of ex- 
ports for innovating firms than for non-innovating firms. For non- 
innovating fms, on the other hand, sector specific characteristics 
appeared to  be more important. Non innovating firms' export 
behaviour is largeIy influenced by domestic market size. This influ- 
ence does not extend to innovating firms where capital intensity 
was found to  be an important determining factor. The results 
showed that innovation at micro-economic level is a fundamental 
characteristic that alter the nature of the firm and its performance. 
The policy implication are that promoting innovation at the level of 
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the f i m ~  can considerably improve export perfarmance and the gen- 
eral level of innovation itt the sectoral Ievel can improve the trade 
performance of non-innovating- finns. In t e r m  af l a b u r  market, 
skills appear to be a much more important deteminrnt of export 
behaviour at the fimi level than low wages. Improvement of skill 
should be a n~ajor objective of government policy rather than that 
of keeping down wage ievels to improve competitiveness. 

By way of conclusiou and implications it can be said that inter- 
national co~npetitiveness is detenniried by a country's knowledge-base 
built up both through the process of learning and through innovation. 
Innovation gives a specific advantage to a firm and because of its 
cumu1:itive nature technological development can remain firm-specific 
overtime. Innovations help both the sectors which produce then1 and 
which subsequently use them. Part of the benefits would remain lo- 
calized within sectors and the country. Domestic market size and 
export perfom~ance vary according to the innovating characteristic of 
the firn~. Technology does not get d i f ~ ~ s e d  autonintically. In majority 
of cases there is domestic spill-over between sectors. Technology 
gap survives even with increased trade and integration and 
globalizatio~l of prcxluction. Innovations affect not just the high tech- 
nology industries' trade perfom~ance but also a key determinant of 
trade flows of a number of mediuni technology industries in particu- 
lar those in the machinery sector. Innovations are more iniportant in 
improving competitiveness in a great number of sectors than labour 
cost, although the latter plays a role in some sectors, often consid- 
ered as desirable by governments. 

The book is ;I well written and valuable contribution to the 
trade literature. It is presented in a non-technical fashion, and can 
be accessed by render who are not well versed with mathematical 
presentation, The style, the depth and the analytical vigour in 
which the book has dealt with various issues relating to innovation 
and trade, make it a l~seful referenck book for those interested in 
the econoniics of technology and trade. 

M.P. Gaikwad* 

- 
* Shri M.1'. Gaikwad is llircctor in thc 1)cpar~mcnt of Economic Analysis and Policy. 
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Choice of an appropriate exchange rate regime, identifying the 
right level for the exchange rate, and designing an effective inter- 
vention strategy constitute three critical areas of research in the 
sphere of exchange rate management by the central banks. With 
globalisation of trade and finance, exposure to currency risk has 
magnified considerably and unexpected exchange rate volatility is 
often found to be unrelated to developtnents in domestic economic 
fi~ndamentrtls. Conduct of exchange rate policy in many developing 
countries Ilas increasingly become a complex and a challenging 
task particularly in the context of the surges in private capital 
flows and liberalisation of cross border capital movements. Coordi- 
nation of monetary policies at regional/global level, sterilised foreign 
exchange nlruket interventions, and (re)introduction of exchange and 
capital controls have generally been resorted to, singly as well as 
in concert, by national authorities to contain exchange rate volatil- 
ity. As each of these instruments has limitations the right approach 
to contain volatility still remains an ambiguous issue. While high- 
lighting this aspect in his book Radaelli suggests some empirically 
well tested measures which could serve as useful guide to policy 
by drawing on the experience of the ERM and the G3 countries. 

In Chapter 1 Radaelli identifies the factors which contributed to 
the stability of the currencies of the ERM in relation to non-ERM 
currencies and explicates the importance of monetary policy conver- 
gence in relation to capital controls and sterilised interventions in 
ensuring ERM stability. The relative stability of the ERM currencies 
could panly be due to high degree of convergence among national 
monetary policies evident in terms of the high correlation between 
monetary variables such as monetary aggregates, interest rates and 
domestic inflation. Evidence of high monetary convergence is also 
found among several non-ERM economies but their currencies do 
not exhibit the same degree of exchange rate stability. This sug- 
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gests that exchange rate stability cannot be unambiguously ascribed 
to the pursuance of convergent monetary policy which has associ- 
ated costs in the form of loss of monetary policy independence as 
also welfare loss arising due to capital controls. According to 
Radaelli, in the process of overemphasising the role of policy coor- 
dination and capital controls the efficacy of intervention operations 
have been largely underestimated. What contributes to undernlining 
the importance of intervention is the perception that intervention 
amounts would at best constitute only a marginal proportion of the 
exchange rnarket turnover or  the existing stock of assets in any 
currency and hence may fail to affect the behaviour of the ex- 
change rate. The ERM mechanism, however, provided for unlimited 
intervention at the compulsory intervention rates (i.e. near around 
the bands) and the mutual loan facility under the Very Short Term 
Financing Facility (VSTFF) ensured each centrnl bank access to the 
currency of another central bank. This s~lmrnetrical intervention 
channel, in a sense, contributed to nionetary convergence since such 
interventions involved opposite effects on the monetary base of the 
participating E R M  nations. ERM countries, however, often resorted 
to asymmetric interventions affecting the monetary base of the in- 
tervening country only. Radaelli found that less than 15 per cent of 
the total ERM interventions were actually at the compulsory inter- 
vention rates indicating that n large part of the ERM interventions 
were actually of  asynu~~etric nature. According to Radaelli the 
ERM crisis that started in September 1992 was not due to the 
failure of capital controls and ineffectiveness of intervention opera- 
tions, but was the result of a supply shock emanating form unifica- 
tion of Germany that warranted a realignment of bands. Further- 
more, the relative stability of the ERM currencies in the pre crisis 
period was ensured largely through interventions and not through 
capital controls alone. Radallei therefore argues that complete re- 
moval of capital controls from countries like Ireland, Portugal and 
Spain may not endanger the stability of the ERM. 

Persistence with capital controls may not help in ensuring ex- 
change rate stability and such controls may actually turn ineffective 
i n  the long run. He cites the experience of France and Italy to  
show how removal of capital co~~t ro ls  in these economies did not 
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destabilise the ERM during the nineties. ErnpirjcalIy, effectiveness of 
controls is generally studied by estimating the degree of deviation 
from the parity suggested by the law of one price. This, however, 
enables one to capture the price effect and not the quantity effect. 
According to Radaelli, while exchange controls gave rise to a hrge 
discrepancy between orishore and offshore interest rates in the 
ERM countries the yield differentials arising on account of capital 
controls have been generally low and relatively stable. For example, 
the differentials between the Euro-DM and German domestic inter- 
est rates were never above fifty basis points and whatever small 
differential existed i t  was largely due to the reserve requirement (a 
form of capitid control) applicable to domestic banks. On the other 
hand in the case of France and Italy which retained exchange con- 
trols on the underlying capital transactions, the differentials between 
the onshore and the off-shore rates exceeded 20 percentage points 
on several occasions. 

Countries generally retain capital controls so as (a) to ensure 
that domestic savings contribute to donlestic capital formation, (b) 
to enhance the degree of monetary policy independence, and (c) to 
fight speculative attacks prirticularly in an adjustable exchange rate 
system like the ERM. The empirical exercise undertaken by 
Radaelli in this book, however, shows that in both France and Italy 
capital controls proved ineffective it1 achieving these objectives. In 
France capital controls existed since 1939 but such controls were 
tightened severely only in the early eighties. The measures included 
compulsory surrender of export earnings within two weeks, permis- 
sion for foreign direct investnient only if financed 100 per cent by 
foreign currency loans, monitoring the positions of banks vis-a-vis 
individual non-residents, preventing banks from providing francs to 
non-residents through any contract that would spiral speculation, 
and subjecting capital outflows for the purchase of real estate to 
state authorisation. Italy also tightened controls during the seventies 
and eighties anlidst severe external payments imbalances which 
included the requirement that foreign assets and liilbilities of the 
bonks must be bdimced on a daily b;isis, a compulsory non-interest 
bearing deposit with the central bank aniounting to 50 per cent of 
incremental investment i~broad and taxes on foreign exchimge pur- 
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chases. In both France and Italy, prior to early eighties, capital 
controls helped the authorities to some extent in strengthening the 
external balance and reserve position. But during the eighties, par- 
ticularly since 1986, controls proved mostly ineffective in stabiising 
the exchange rate. External sector developments in these two coun- 
tries in the afterniath of capital account liberalisation in the late 
eighties vindicates the findings of Radaelli that removal of restric- 
tions on capital transactions can bring down pressures on currencies 
and help then1 to realise a more stable exchange rate system. It 
needs to be noted however that capital controls can work as a 
powerful short-tenn anti-speculative device when used effectively 
during periods of acute exchange market pressures. 

In Chapter 3 Radaelli deals with the theoretical explanations 
for the nlovenient of the US dollar vis-d-vis the DM and the Japa- 
nese yen. After briefly reviewing the theoretical exchange rate mod- 
els such as the monetary niodel (fixed price, flex price and sticky 
price), the balance of payments model and the portfolio balance 
model he elucidates how the portfolio nmdel has gained precedence 
over the nionetary approach in the more recent decades. With the 
collapse of the Brettori Woods system the influence of capital ac- 
count transactions on the exchange rite has gndually increased and 
one often finds large cross border capital movements which are 
quite unrelated to real trade transactions. As a result the asset 
market approach to exchange rate has enierged as itn important 
transnlission channel that could provide reasonably acceptable expla- 
nations for movement of exchange rate over a particular time hori- 
zon. In justificatio~~ of the portfolio approach, Radaelli carries out 
empirical exercises to explain the long run behaviour of the DM/ 
US dollar and the yen/US dollar rate over the first quarter of 
1973 to the last quarter of 1991. Both the OLS and co-integration 
techniques are used to establish the presence of a long run equilib- 
rium relationship between the exchange rates and several identifiable 
fundamental determinants of the exchange rate underlying a standard 
portfolio balance model. For the DMIUS dollar rate the empirical 
findings validate the assest approach to exchange rate determination 
with rates of returtt and private financial wealth emerging as the 
dominant cleterminnnts. The empirically estimated equilibrium sug- 
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gests that by the last quarter of 1991 the US dollar was undewal- 
ued by about 8 per cent against the DM, a result also borne out 
by the PPP ntle. Furthermore, the influence of the wealth effect on 
the exchange rate was seen to be declining during the eighties with 
corresponding increase in the influence of interest rates. Empirical 
results also showed the rising degree of substitutability between the 
US and the German financial assets. In a VAR framework the 
impulse response function indicated that the German monetary 
policy was to some extent influenced by the US policies whereas 
the US monetary policies were largely a function of domestic de- 
velopments. A more or less sirnilar finding was reported in respect 
of the YenfUS dollar rates. The long run asset market equilibrium 
showed that the US dollar was about 14 per cent undervalued 
against the yen and this also turned out to be consistent with the 
PPP rule as in the case of the DMIUS dollar rate. A majority of 
the empirical analyses conducted to test the relevance of the stan- 
dard theoretical exchange rate models has yielded two important 
findings : (a) no exchange rate theory provides a complete explana- 
tion for the behaviour of exchange rates, and (b) random walk 
models generally outperforln the models based on theories. 
Radaelli had proved in 1988 in one of his research papers that 
some of the structural exchange rate models could outperform the 
random-walk models. In this book he has reiterated this point and 
shows that the long run behaviour of the exchange rates could be 
reasonably explained through the asset market behaviour although 
not to the fullest extent. The vrdidity of the asset market approach 
also vindicates the view that exchange market interventions are 
poten tially effective. 

According to Radaelli unsterilised interventions in general are 
known to affect exchange rates by altering the relative supplies of 
money and interest rates. Effectiveness of sterilised interventions, 
however, depend on the efficacy of the portfolio balance channel. 
Sterilised interventions alter the relative levels of assets denominated 
in different currencies which are generally imperfect substitutes. 
Another channel for influencing the exchange rate through interven- 
tions is the signaling mechanism, which the central banks can use 
to influence market perceptions. The effectiveness of portfolio bal- 
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ance models discussed in the book has raised two crucial but re- 
lated questions. The first one relates to the direction of causation, 
i.e. whether exchange rate niovenlents influence asset preferences 
and thereby alter the relative asset levels or exchange rates them- 
selves are a result of shifts in relative position of asset levels. 
The seconcl is the extent to which portfolio balance channel is ac- 
tually used by the central banks in their exchange market opera- 
tions. Radiielli addresses these two issues in Chapter 4 by using 
central bank balance sheet data as proxy for sterilised interventions. 
Causality tests undertaken by the author showed no strong evidence 
that interventions system;itically affected the exchange rate of three 
major currencies, i.e. US dollar, the DM and the yen. As regards 
the two ERM currencies some evidence of successful intervention 
is available only in the case of the Italian lira. According t o  
Radaelli these contridicto~y results on the effectiveness of interven- 
tion obtained from the empirical exercises conducted in Chapter 3 
and 4 could be ascribed to the nature of the exchange rate data 
used in the .two sets of analyses. 

It is essential to recogriise that nwnetary policy coordination at 
the global level has a significant implication for the exchange rate 
stability. Esc hange rate developments nlirror the asyninletric supplies 
of different national monies in relation to their demand. Towards 
the late sixties and the early severities the Phillips curve analysis 
gained ascendancy which prompted many national authorities to 
move in the direction of greater exchange rate flexibility. A flexible 
exchange rate app;ueently promised monetary independerice in;,:terrns 
of the freedom to choose any point on the Phillips curve. AS a 
result in the post Bretton Woods period the external constraint to 
money supply turned out to be less binding and pursuance of 
asymmetric monetary policies contributed to greater exchange rate 
volatility. In recent years there has been a surge in empirical litera- 
ture indicati~ig tli:it the trade-off suggested in the Phillips curve 
approach nuy not necessiirily hold. From the standpoint of ensuring 
exchange rate stability, therefore, national authorities must attach 
greater importance to monetary policy coordination. The policy re- 
sponses of mdny countries amidst severe currency crises reveal the 
crucial iniportiince of syiniietric;il monetary policies for ensuring ex- 
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change rate stability. During periods of excessive volatility, ex- 
change mrket interventions are generally supplemented by a tight 
monetary policy to stem speculative pressures and align donlestic 
monetary conditions with international developments. Intervention is, 
thus a short term measure while for long-term stability of the ex- 
change rates, some degree of international monetary coordination 
appears crucial. In Radaelli's analysis of ERM stability, however, 
intervention operations turn out to be more effective than monetary 
policy coordination. For interventions to be successful, a necessary 
precondition is to have an idea on the rate at which the exchange 
rate must be stabilised. A rate that equilibrates demand and supply 
and necessitates intervention support from the central bank only at 
the margin for a short period of time could be the ideal ecluilib- 
rium level. ~adaelli, however, does not mention how the ERN 
parities were decided and to what extent the selection of appropri- 
ate parities actually contributed to stability. Intervention operations 
around an equilibrium rate could be successful whereas any level of 
intervention may prove ineffective if the rate that is to be stabilised 
is a severely misaligned one. Radaelli also does not explain why 
removal of capital controls in France and Italy did not destabilise 
the ERM system. To reap the benefits of an open capital account 
what becomes crucial for an economy is to ensure a sound 
macroeconomic fritn~ework, a strong .and resilient financial system 
and adequate safeguard measures to deal with sudden and unex- 
pected policy failures. In the last decade or so, in their attempt to 
achieve a common currency for the EU members, the ERM coun- 
tries have been pursuing policies to achieve the convergence criteria 
and their emphasis on attainment of oonvergence of certain key 
fundaments! macro-economic variables can be considered as precon- 
ditions for an open capital account. During the eighties, on the 
other hand, the n~acroeconomic indicators of the ERM members 
were divergent and as a result, retention of capital controls helped 
the system to sustain stability. Furthermore, Radaelli highlights the 
asymmetric nature of the intervention operations undertaken by the 
Japanese and the German authorities but does not suggest what 
could be an appropriiite intervention strategy, particularly when 
exchange rate is assigned. the dual objective of ensuring price sta- 
bility and preventing deterioration in external competitiveness. l'he 
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Japanese authorities gencri~lly intervene when the US dollar depre- 
ciates, i.e. external colnpelitiveness consideration predo~ninates the 
exchange rate policy. The Gemian anthorities, on the other hand, 
intervene when the US dollar appreciates so as to contain the dan- 
ger of imported inflation. 

In the conduct of exchange rate policy the overwhelrnitig inl- 
portance of capital accoilnt developinents is getting wider recogni- 
tion now. 'The asset market view and the portfolio balance channel 
are accordingly finding greater acceptability at the policy level 
which was hitherto led by the standard monetarist approach. There 
is, howevel., no tr:\nsp;trent and definite procedure that could guide 
the authorities in effectively using the portfolio balance channel of 
intervention at the policy level. Rndi~elli throws some useful light 
on the policy dileninla confronting central banks of the ERM coun- 
tries in this book and offers several forceful argunients in explnin- 
ing the ERM stability. 'This book should be read by acade~liics as 
well as by those who closely and carefully monitor the activities of 
the central bank for designing their own strategies in a market 
economy. 
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